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LEGAL ASPECTS OF ESTABLISHING A REGIONAL

INTERSTATE LIBRARY NETWORK IN THE SOUTHWEST

by

Harry S. Martin*

Background of the Study

The Southwestern Library Interstate Cooperative Endeavor

(SLICE) is a project of the Southwestern Library Association

(SWLA) designed to further interstate cooperation and regional

development of library resources and services within the six
1

state area. In September of 1970, the six state library agencies

sponsored a Conference on Interstate Cooperative Endeavor which

resulted in the identification of eleven areas of interstate

cooperation and the recommendation that a SLICE Project be formed.

The SLICE Office was established on October 1, 1971, with financial

support from the six state library agencies and the Council on

Library Resources.

The interest of SLICE in the legal aspects of interstate

library operations has really been twofold. On the one hand,

those involved in the SLICE Project, as well as many members of

the Southwestern Library Association at large, have demonstrated

particular interest in encouraging and formalizing cooperative

measures among libraries in the six Southwestern states. In

fact, SLICE was established to develop a regional plan for inter-

library cooperation in the area with particular emphasis on a

regional bibliographic network as a first step towards the possible

creation of an "interstate regional library development agency." 2
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The question here was really: How creative can the librarians

of the Southwest be in planning for library services on a

regional basis? What might be the legal base for a strong,

multiple service, regionally oriented library agency? As a part

of the planning pro,less, a series of eleven "Working Papers" on

various topics was proposed, the seventh of which was entitled

"Legal Aspects of a Regional Bibliographic Network in the six

SWLA states."
3

But SLICE is also interested in improving its present legal

status in order to improve its current day-to-day operations. The

SLICE Office is a creation of the Southwestern Library Association,

with no independent legal existence of its own. SLICE faces

problems in receiving and transmitting funds, has no ability to

hire and fire personnel, and in fact depends for office space on

a contract between the Southwestern Library Association, the

parent of SLICE, and the University of Texas Southwestern Medical

School.

These problems, however, are not unique to SLICE. Many

other affiliations, such as other regional library associations

or academic consortia,4are restricted by limited budgets, small

permanent staffs, rotating authority and no legal charter.
5 The

difficulties such an organization would face in operating a

long-term service project such as a ccmputer-based bibliographic

network are readily apparent. It would be impossible for such

an operation to evolve into an agency with a broad range of

services and coordinating authority without some drastic organiza-

tional improvements.
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Creation of a regional bibliographic network with the

capability of evolving into an agency offering a broader range

of services should, by a process of absorption, subsume the more

immediate problems facingSLICEand its siblings. For that

reason, this paper will focus on,identifying the best possible

legal pattern or patterns for estat fishing an interstate library

network and will not dwell on the c...Aficiencies of existing

operations.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to survey the

variety of existing organizational patterns actually used by

various interstate service operations or potentially available

for use in order to identify an appropriate legal structure for

an interstate library agency in the Southwest region. To do

this, some attention will be paid to several factors which in-

fluence the environment of library networks in general and

interstate operations in particular. From the spectrum of

alternative organizational structures, three legal patterns will

be discussed in some detail: the non-profit corporation, a

federal regional authority, and the device of an interstate

compact. A relatively new approach, the federal-interstate com-

pact, will be selected as the most attractive legal base for a

regional library agency in the Southwest. Some recommendations

for future action and an outline of the compact's provisions are

included.

Not only is library networking a field where new developments
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occur daily, the subject of interstate agreements has been left

relatively undeveloped by legal scholars6and courts alike. In

addition, the "new federalism" of the current Administration has

left intergovernmental relations in a state of flux.
7
As a result,

this study must remain preliminary and tentative in several

respects. However, the need fc: action of some sort becomes ever

more apparent. The work of the National Commission on Libraries

and Information Science brings the possibility of a nationally

intergrated system of information networks closer to reality. 8

Failure to participate in the planning and formulation of any

national system may well bring to the Southwest a level of library

organization and service which participation could have improved.

This paper, therefore, is offered to the state officials and

libraries of the Southwest as a working paper and as a subject

for discussion in the creation of an organization which can best

serve the information and library needs of the region.

The Environment of Interstate Networking.

There are several general considerations which affect the

environment of interstate library networks. Perhaps the first

is the favorable consideration which members of the library

profession have always given, at least verbally, to cooperation

among libraries. And in fact, most libraries today participate

in some regular and continuing cooperative transaction. Biblio-

graphic data is transferred through printed catalogs of single

libraries, through union catalogs at the state, regional and

national levels, and through less traditional means such as
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machine-readable tapes. Library materials themselves are exchanged

in several ways. Interlibrary lending and borrowing is a widespread

activity; in many larger libraries, interlibrary loan is a separate

department. Book depositories to house lesser used items are not

uncommon in library systems. Duplicate exchange programs are often

popular with smaller libraries. In addition, many libraries do

not hesitate to exchange information services by providing other

libraries with the results of literature or reference searches

which often would be denied the average patron.

To some such regular interlibrary contacts constitute a net-

work.
9 Others view networks as more structured forms of cooperation.10

To members of the library profession today, the terms "library

network" or "bibliographic network" also imply the presence of

computers or telecommunications hardware. "Any definition of

[networking) lacks something....Definitions should be like maps:

they help you explore the ground; they are not substitutes for

exploration."11 The concept of a network which will be used in

this paper is that of a formal organization capable of linking

libraries and information centers in several states through the

tools available from the computer and telecommunications technolo-

gies.

A formal organization is presupposed because the type of net-

work involved and the range of services involved affect the type

of organization required: the greater the range of services, the

more formal the organization. For example, an informal arrangement

between two libraries to lend materials upon request is relatively

easy to establish and similarly simple to disband if one library
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feels disadvantaged. When a large group of libraries decide to

engage in an exchange of materials, the requirements of the ex-

change must be set forth in greater detail, as in the ALA Inter-

library Loan Code.

This requirement of formality will not, however, much retard

the further development of librai.y networks. Networking is en-

couraged by several factors but primarily by the economies

available from large-scale co-operation and the increase in user

services resulting from access to expanded resources. The per-

sistent inflationary trend pushes up the cost of library materials

annually. Coupled with an ever-increasing output from the

publishing trade,12 a factor in that general phenomenon known as

the information explosion, American libraries no longer find it

feasible to acquire complete collections in a range of subject

areas. At the same time, inflation has driven up the cost of

library technical processes. Since many library operations in-

volve the manipulation of bibliographic records or files,
13

librarians have been concentrating largely on programs designed

to centralize these records and simplify their handling. Shared

cataloging programs of one sort or another are becoming more

prevalent.
14

On the other hand, while economic pressures will continue to

make large-scale cooperative ventures more attractive, the new

and expanded services available from a library network should

be a major consideration in network establishment.
15 At the

moment, reducing the cost of library operations is of prime con-

cern to those involved in network planning. But the long-range



advantages in terms of user benefits should not be ignored.

While specific factors promote the growth of library net-

works, there exist more generalized factors which also encourage

developments along these lines. For some years there has been a

trend in the United States toward centralization of decision-

making power over wider geographic areas.16 Centralization in

this sense is distinguished from questions of concentration or

legitimazation of power and refers only to the ability to initiate

programs or set policy for larger geographic areas, affecting

more people and institutions. Recent examples are creation at

the national level of such agencies as the Environmental Protection

Agency, the Federal Energy Office, the Occupational Safety and

Health Administration, and the like, all supervising matters once

considered properly within the domain of the states. Many

citizens today have no recollection of the time when the regula-

tion of business or the administration of social welfare were

the responsibilities of the states.

This trend raises serious questions about the balance of

power in the American federal system, specifically about the role

of the states.
17 The creation of the Council of State Governments

was a partial response to this concern.
18

The Council has en-

couraged several types of interstate cooperation aimed at preventing

a complete flow of decision-making authority to Washington. The

approaches used have included interstate compacts, associations

of state officials,
19
model or uniform laws,

20and executive agreements

or contracts.
21A partial result is that states' rights is giving

way to regional concerns. The new federalism has attempted to



reverse this trend toward centralization by revenue-sharing,
22

easing some of the strictures of the federal grant-in-aid

approach.
23 3ut the federal government is still administering

much of their grantmaking activity on a regional rather than a

state by state basis.24

A recent report of the Advisory Commission on Intergovern-

mental Relations portrays the development of regionalism in

some detail.
25 What is significant is that the region is becoming

a viable special-purpose administrative unit, politically

acceptable to state and national government alike, at the same

time that the library cooperative movement is seeking to expand

network operations across state lines.

The favorable attitude of much of the library professic..

toward ,-arious forms of cooperation; economic pressures to share

resources and develop centralized operation of technical services;

a general trend toward political centralization plus the emergence

of regional operations in several areas; and, of course, a factor

not discussed but generally accepted, namely, the availability of

sophisticated computer and telecommunication technologies; all

these factors contribute to a favorable environment for network

development. What is also required is some general idea of the

type of operations and services involved as well as a picture

of the overall structure of the network system.

The schema used hereafter is based principally on the

summary presented by the Working Group on Network Organization

at the Airlie House conference in 1970,26 which is quite similar

in its general outline to the National Commission's whitepaper.
27
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Both groups project a national picture composed of a hierarchy

of networks, ranging from the local to the state, regional and

national levels, and interspersed throughout with special pur-

pose networks.

Local networks would group libraries within a city or some

larger portion of a state in a resource-sharing program within

the area. State networks would integrate the operations of

these local networks with other statewide agencies and play im-

portant roles in program planning, receiving and disbursing

federal and state funds, and public relations.28 Regional net-

works would combine state networks, special-purpose networks and

subsets of national information networks under one coordinating

agency responsible for planning and executing services in a multi-

state area. At the national level, the Working Group proposed

federal legislation designed to create a national coordinating

agency, responsible for the smooth interface of all levels of

networks, and incorporating national information centers such

as the Library of Congress and national special-purpose networks

such as the regional medical library network.29

Networks of one kind or another now exist at each level

except the national, and a general-purpose national-level network(REP)

is probably just a matter of time.3° Certainly, in creating a

network at one level, attention must be given to the existence

of other levels of networks. Legal as well as technological

compatibility must exist.

The role of a regional interstate bibliographic network

would be to provide for a computer-based exchange of bibliographic
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information on a multi-state basis. Ancillary services, such as

catalog-card production and order preparation, might also be in-

cluded. Centralized processing might then follow. Integrating

interlibrary loan networks would provide for a regional hierarchy

of request patterns. Coordinated collection development, regional

resource centers, and rotating collections will bring the re-

sources of the entire region more directly to bear on the informa-

tion needs of the residents of that region. As the network adds

services such as these and evolves from a RIBN into a full-service

information bank, there will be corresponding increase in the need

for funds, coordination, and centralized control. As operations

become more complex, so do the legal problems of operating across

state lines and the need for a stable legal structure becomes

more apparent.

Legal Base for a Network

The legal requirements for an interstate network are fairly

straightforward. First, since operation as a legal non-entity

is difficult, there must be some document drawn up which defines

the nature, purposes, and scope of the network. This document

must then be accepted by the states involved as creating a legal

person. Such a document could establlsh the network as a

recognized agent of some existing agency, as is the case with

NELINETI31 the network could be recognized as an independent

corporation under the laws of one state, as happened with OCLC;
32

or the network could be recognized as an independent entity by

the laws of several states. This occurs when an agency such as



the New York Port Authority is created by interstate compact.33

There is another possibility, of course, and that is federal

preemption. Congress could establish a regional organization by

federal legislation, as it did in the case of the TVA and, more

recently, in the creation of regional medical facilities34 such

as TALON.

Library networks, to use the term in its broadest sense,

have taken and could take many other forms. But many of these

structures have proved unsatisfactory even for their limited pur-

poses.
35 The informal approaches taken by library consortia could

not withstand the rigors of a formal interstate operation of any

scope.
36 A satellite operation, where a major research library

expanded its services to include smaller, surrounding libraries

is a possible network configuration that, again, would be in-

appropriate in a regional context. Privately operated, self-

styled networks such as BIBNET
37

are in operation to sell services.

"Member" participation in policy-making and planning is impossible,

a distinct disadvantage in an interstate network. What is re-

quired is a type of organizational format that concentrates on

common goals and policies and is not limited to effectuating

certain specific services.

Whatever approach is taken, legal identity is the first re-

quirement. All other needs/ limited liability, a beneficial tax

status, control over internal operations, a bank book, ability to

acquire and maintain equipment, staff and physical facilities,

and many other desireable traits all flow from the act of incor-

poration as a legal entity and recognition as such by the govern-

ments of the region involved. When the operative document is
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drafted, attention will have to be given to several legal and

administrative details, and the choices made will depend upon

the preferences of the participants, the purposes to be achieved

and the type of method chosen for incorporation. Two of these

decisions might be especially difficult, but they will affect

the legal character of network and may prove troublesome to

subsequent operations if they are not met head on at the beginning.

These issues are accountability on the one hand and coercive

powers on the other.

One of the issues often ignored in the creation of cooperative

ventures, certainly the issue handled with the most delicacy, is

that of enforcement. How should the organization compel the com-

pliance of its members? This is not a question that need arise

often in fact, but without some ability to coordinate the actions

of members for the common good, the purposes of the organization

may be easily frustrated. The U.N. is a popular example of a

cooperative endeavor frustrated by an inability to enforce its

standards. An interstate network of different types of libraries,

each with a set of problems and goals of its own, is unlikely to

proceed indefinitely on concensus. The network must have some

ability to force decisions to be made and to obtain the active

acquiescence of all members.

On the other hand, an interstate network must be both

responsive in some fashion to its members and to those affected

by its operations and accountable to any supervisory body. As a

practical matter, a balance must be struck between power and

accountability. An imbalance may produce not only operating
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difficulties, but may subject the network to a variety of legal

problems, such as lawsuits over the spending of money.

At this point, it might be helpful to turn to some specific

examples and look at each in terms of the type of legal entity

created, its ability to set and enforce rules and standards, and

its accounthbility for its actions. In passing, we can note

important non-legal factors as well.

Non-profit Incorporation

When one thinks of bibliographic networks, one has to think

first of the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC).. OCLC is a non-

profit corporation chartered by the State of Ohio on July 6, 1967,

pursuant to Chapter 1702 of the Ohio Revised Code. The stated

purpose of OCLC is to "operate a computerized, regional library

center to serve the academic libraries of Ohio....designed so

as to become a part of any national electronic network for
38

bibliographic communication." In 1971, an on-line computerized,

shared-cataloging service became operational. Other sub-systems

39
are in varying stages of development.

Membership in OCLC is restricted to academic libraries

(both state and private) associated with institutions of higher

education within the state of Ohio which are operated exclusively

for educational purposes in such a manner as to qualify as an

exempt organization under Section 501(c) (3) of the U.S. Internal

Revenue Code. Section 501(c) (3) exempts from taxation a variety

of scientific, educational, charitable, and other not-for-profit,

public benefit organizations. The membership elects a board of
40

trustees who in turn elect the officers of the corporation.

Administrative responsibility is centered in an executive
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director who is appointed by the board of trustees. Funding

for OCLC operations comes from membership dues, user fees, and

special grants or donations.

The impact of OCLC on the library profession has been con-

siderable. Several groups of libraries have investigated the

possibility of participating in this network, either by linking

directly with the Ohio operation or by replicating it in their

own areas. Others have adopted a more cautious approach. The

fact remains that OCLC, after years of discussion, study and

debate over the prospects of networking, actually put together

a working, on-line cataloging system. Other networks such as

NELINET and SOLINET are now linking with OCLC, with the eventual

prospect of replicating OCLC programs separately. Whatever the

benefits or disadvantages in modeling the technical components

of a network after OCLC, duplicating its legal and organizational

structure is an entirely different question.

Incorporation in one state can take a variety of formats.

OCLC is an eleemosynary or nonprofit corporation. Public cor-

porations are sometimes established to operate some public

utility, 41 but are restricted to intrastate activities.42 Business

corporations are in it for the money and often operate in

several states. In fact, there are several privately operated

networks in operation at the present time. Information Dynamics

Corporations BIBNET is one example of a private, profit-oriented

bibliographic network.43 Mead-Data Central's LEXIS operation is

special-purpose, computer-based informa-Aon system aimed at

lawyers.44 While these privately owned networks can be expected
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to proliferate, they hardly form a model for a regional network

of the type under consideration. Although their services might

be purchased on a regional basis, a business corporation could

only supply specific services, not coordinate regional library

activities.

But is a non-profit corporation any better? In one sense,

it may be worse since membership is restricted to qualified non-

profit institutions. In Ohio this must deprive many private

libraries of full participation in the network, and certainly

deprives the network of input from some valuable corporate

specialized information centers. It's not all that clear that

Ohio law or even regulations of the Internal Revenue Service re-

quire that membership be so restricted. But the questions that

might arise if a large corporation whose library belonged to OCLC

were to make a large donation to OCLC and deduct the amount as a

charitable contribution are obvious.

Interstate operations, even for a nonprofit enterprise,

are necessarily more complex than intrastate functions. Instead

of dealing with the laws of one jurisdiction, the laws of each

state plus appropriate federal regulations have to be considered.

Selecting the state of incorporation is only the first step.
45

The purposes and activities of the network must conform to the

requirements of each state's nonprofit corporation act. In

addition, network operations may end up being closely regulated

by a different set of state agencies in each state."

However, while interstate network operations may be more

complex legally than intrastate ones, the legal barriers are not
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insurmountable. Incorporation in one state as a nonprofit

entity is a feasible way of offering certain computer-based

services to a multi-state area, insofar as the narrow questions

of legality are concerned. But there are larger-scale problems

involved. A limited corporation may be an inappropriate vehicle

for coordinating what is increasingly being viewed as a public

resource, namely, the provision of library and information ser-

.

vices.
47 Millions of dollars each year are spent by the states

and the federal government on library services. Many states

are coordinating these services into state networks.48 Librarians

themselves are pushing for recognition of information as a public

asset and of library and information networks as a public utility.

Coordination of public utilities and disbursement of governmental

monies is not going to be left to a private, nonprofit corporation.

The disadvantages to organizing a regional interstate network

as a nonprofit corporation incorporated under the laws of one

state are formidable. Only libraries connected with nonprofit

enterprises are likely to be admitted to membership. Full mem-

bership will be restricted to libraries within the state of in-

corporation, as most public or quasi-public institutions will be

restricted from joining a corporation organized under the laws

of a foreign state. Ownership of facilities, of the databank

and control of services will largely be in the hands of the

libraries of only one state. State financial support for such

a private operation will be limited.

There is, in addition, at least a theoretical constitutional

issue raised by such a procedure. Article I, section 10, clause 3
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of the United States Constitution provides that " "(n)o State shall,

without the Consent of Congress, . . . enter into any Agreement

or Compact with another State, or with a foreign Power .
OP

Although traditionally referred to as the "compact clause", this

provision does on its face reach not only "compacts" but also

"any agreement" between states. Participation by state and public

libraries in a cooperative network with the libraries of other

states, at least some of these libraries clearly qualifying as

state agencies, could be construed as implying an agreement among

the states involved to participate in a program of cooperative

library services requiring Congressional approval.

In Holmes v. Jennison,
49 the Supreme Court did give a broad

meaning to the term "agreement" in the compact clause and

applied it to all conceivable consensual arrangements - formal

or informal, written or unwritten. Thus, formally enacted com-

pacts are not the only interstate arrangements subject to Con-

gressional scrutiny. However, not every interstate agreement,

compact or not, falls under the compact clause. The opinion in

Virginia v. Tennessee
50 restricted the requirement of Congressional

consent to agreements which would affect the "political power or

influence" of particular states and "encroach....upon the full

and free exercise of Federal authority."51 The result, therefore,

"is that any arrangement between states affecting the political

power or influence of any states or encroaching upon the full and

free exercise of federal authority is subject to the requirements

of the compact clause, whether the arrangement is formal or in-

formal, or written or unwritten. Moreover, . . .such arrangements
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may be within the clause's coverage whether made between states

as such or between subdivisions of different states."
52

Two questions arise. First, will the creation of an inter-

state network by an act of incorporation within one state affect

the "political power or influence" of that sate vis-a-vis the

other participating states? Secondly, in light of the National

Commission's view that "libraries and information centers [are]

a national knowledge resource to be sustained and integrated for

all citizens to use in the course of their personal and economic

pursuits,"53 will the creation of such a network "encroach . .

upon the full and free exercise of Federal authority?"

The answers to these questions are not clear. In light of

the generally favorable treatment the courts have shown state

involvement in interstate cooperative programs,54 indeed in light

of the general lack of litigation in this area, the practical

problems raised may be minimal. But the future is always un-

certain. In fact, coordination of state networks and development

of regional library services is an area where the contributions of

traditional cooperative approaches are necessarily limited. If

regional interstate library networking were merely a matter of

providing low-cost services designed to encourage a sharing of

resources, that might not be so. What is really involved, however,

is the effective administration of a high-cost public service

with political overtones on a multi-state basis. For interstate

activities at this level, a legal instrument is needed which

will have equal effectiveness in each state involved. For that,

governmental participation is required and the only alternatives
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are two: (1) assumption of responsibility and control by the

federal government, perhaps through a federal corporation of

the Tennessee Valley Authority type; or (2) resort to an inter-

state compact to create a multi-state agency.

Federal Regional Authority

In theory, the nature of the Federal system does not take

into account the existence of interests more comprehensive than

states yet less inclusive than the nation. The region does not

have a formal legal place in the political system. Rather it

must gain its institutional character by Federal, interstate or

joint Federal-state action.55 Moreover, a regional organization

lives a precarious existence since it must serve regional interests

without subverting national or state goals. Nevertheless,

regional institutions have gained increasing prominence. Richard

Leach calls regionalism "a major new development in modern

American Federalism.
56 A lead story in the National Observer a

few months ago proposed replacing the 50 states with 20 regional

republics.
57 Some two years ago President Nixon, in Executive

Order No. 11647, established a Federal Regional Council for

each of the ten standard Federal administrative regions.58

Each of these Councils is composed of the directors of the

regional offices of the Departments of Labor, HEW, HUD, OECD, EPA,

LEAA, and a Secretarial Representative of the Department of

Transportation. The function of each Federal Regional Council

is to have the participating agencies "conduct their grantmaking

activities in concert through:
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(1) the development of short-term regional inter-

agency strategies and mechanisms for program

delivery;

(2) the development of integrated program and funding

plans with Governors and local chief executives;

(3) the encouragement of joint and complementary grant

applications for related programs;

*

(6) the development of long-term regional interagency

and intergovernmental strategies for resource

allocations to better respond to the needs of

states and local communities;

*

(8) the development of administrative procedures to

fauilitate day-to-day interagency and intergoverr-

mental cooperation. 959

The creation of federal-state commissions aimed at improving

the economic conditions of certain depressed areas of the country

such as Appalachia and the Ozarks is a further example of the

federal government's willingness to adopt a regional view in
60

certain types of problem-solving administration. There are many

other examples of such regional orientation by the national

government. One of the earliest and best known is the Tennessee

Valley Authority.

TVA is perhaps a classic example of a federal agency organized

on a regional basis, the region in this instance being the valley

of the Tennessee River and its tributaries, an area encompassing
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portions of seven states. The act which set up the Authority in

1933 gave it power "to improve the navigation and to provide for

the flood control of the Tennessee River; to provide for re-

forestation and the proper use of marginal lands...; to provide

for the agricultural and industrial development of said Valley; ...

and for other purposes."6l

From this act, TVA developed an amazing number of activities,

including navigation, flood control, power operations, fertilizer

and munitious research and development, including the operation

of manufacturing facilities, forestry and soil conservation, re-

creation, malaria control, education, and even library development.
62

TVA is a federal agency, established by Congressional legislation

in an area in which the federal interest is clear. Federal control

over navigable streams dates back to Gibbons v. Ogden
63 and the

interest has been extended to the entire ranges of activities in-

volved in river basin development, "as broad as the needs of

commerce.°
64

The commerce clause would also be one possible source of

Congressional authority over the knowledge and information re-

sources of the country. On the other hand, the taxing and spending

power of the federal government has been accepted for some time

as nearly unlimited,
65 and the use of grants-in-aid

66
could

possibly establish an agency very nearly resembling TVA. The

current pattern for such a federally organized regional library

network are the ten regional medical libraries established under

the Medical Library Assistance Act of 1965.
67 The regional node

of this network was not established by constructing a new
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facility, but by grants to an existing public or private non-

profit medical library with the potential for serving as a

regional medical library. The funds were actually made

available through performance contracts as the libraries had

to agree to certain conditions and meet certain standards. As

yet, network development within each of the ten regions is not

highly developed. No regional medical library has yet begun

operating an interstate bibliographic network of the OCLC type,

for instance. But as legal entities, they are well-suited to

thisi,urpose.

If federal initiative in library networking were limited

to scientific and technical fields in the foreseeable future,

it would be quite understandable. Medical research has been

given high priority to date. The Committee on Scientific and

Technical Information (COSATI) and the Committee on Scientific

and Technical Communication (SATCOM) serve as foci for similar

interests.68 Nevertheless, as discussed previously, many

political scientists have pointed out a gradual shit of power

from the states to the federal governmental over the last

century.
69 The trend identified is the transfer of effective

power of political decision-making to higher governmental levels

encompassing wider geographic areas. Common examples are the

transfer of major social welfare responsibilities from the states

to the federal government and the transfer of major business

regulation to such agencies as the ICC and SEC. More recent

examples indicate an expansion of these centralization tendencies

to include the allocation of natural resources and control of
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the quality of the environment. Increasing concern with library

networking, in itself, may be anticipating a inherent tendency

to organize information resources over a wider region, as was

proposed by the National Commission on Libraries and Information
70

Science.

State governments have been aware of this increasing

centralization of power for some time. The moans over federal

encroachment on states' rights were once quite prevalent. In

recent years, states have begun to adopt intermediate devices

for regional centralization of power and so retard the passing

up to the federal government many areas of interstate concern.

The device most frequently used has been the interstate compact.

Interstate Compact

The interstate compact provides the states of our federal

union with the treaty-making power of independent sovereign

nations.
72
Although an interstate compact is almost always

enacted as a statute in each jurisdiction which is a party to

it, compacts effectively act as contracts between the signatory

parties.
73

The potential of such interstate agreements for dis-

ruption of the federal fabric is so great, that a clause was

inserted in the Constitution governing their use.
74

71

Article I, Section 10 of the U.S Constitution absolutely

prohibits states from entering into treaties with foreign powers,

and conditions the right of a state to enter into an agreement

or compact with another state upon the consent of Congress.

Subsequent interpretation by the Supreme Court established the

rule that only those agreements which affect the political

balance within the federal system or which affect a power delegated
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to the national government must be approved by Congress.
75

As

a practical matter, Congressional consent is sought and obtained

in almost every case. Sometimes Congress will even grant ad-

vance consent to interstate compacts to encourage state coopera-

tion in fields where Congress would like to see more action.76

Failure to obtain Congressional consent is not necessarily

destructive, as the Constitution does not specify either a time

or method for Congressional approval. Failure of Congress to

object actively to the continued operation of the Southern

Regional Education Compact may well indicate an informal or

implied grant of consent,
77 especially since segregation in the

operation of SREB facilities is no longer the issue it once was.

In addition, extensive debate at the time over the question of

consent to this compact characterized the agreement as being of

such character as not to require Congressional approval in the

first place.
78

Initially, the use of the compact device was restricted to

the settlement of boundary disputes.79 In fact, until the land-

mark Colorado River and New York Port Authority compacts of the

1920's, nearly every interstate compact in existence concerned

boundary matters in the narrowest sense. This situation was

largely a matter of history. The ill - refined boundaries of

the original colonies led to numerous controversies. These

disputes were usually resolved by negotiation, with the resulting

agreement subject to approval by the Crown. This pattern of

negotiation between the states and approval by the national

government was retained in the Constitution. The only alternative
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method of dispute settlement between states provided by the

Constitution is trial by the Supreme Court. Early experiences

with this approach were less than completely satisfactory.

Virginia and West Virginia went to Court nine times over a span
80

of several years before settling their differences.

In the last fifty years, however, states have been much

more creative in the use of compacts. Now, in addition to

settlement of interstate disputes, compacts are us. .1 to establish

mutual aid programs, set up study and recommendatory commissions,

regulate multijurisdictional resirces, and provide a variety of

81
interstate services. From one-time resolution of interstate

disputes, the compact has evolved into a device which is increas-

ingly used to establish agencies concerned with the indefinite

long-term administration of 'ontinuing interstate problems.

Although over 150 compacts of varying types are now in

existence,
82 no detailed classification scheme yet exists. For

our purposes, however, four categories of interstate compacts

might be of interest.
83

First, there are natural resource develop-

ment or public welfare compacts, such as the water and fishery

compacts.
84 The interest being protected or fostered is general

to the entire region involved. User charges are negligible, but

is reasonable and politically acceptable to resort to general

state revenues for supporting funds. Interestingly enough, in-

formal federal involvement in this type of compact is commo...
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Congress regularly appropriates funds for operating costs to

interstate compacts in the field of conservation and water

85
apportionment. Under the Atlantic and Gulf States Marine

F6
Fisheries Compacts, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service per-

forms research for the compact commission. The focus of this

type of compact is on the proper use of existing resources.

Regulatory compact agencies, also supported as a rule by

the general budget'of the signatory states, provide no services

of their own but are empowered to make rules for the smooth

coordination of activities that cross state lines. These agencies

will often operate in one of the thirty of the 216 Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Areas which occupy portions of more

than one state. The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Regula-

tion Compact,
87

to which Maryland, Virginia, and the District

of Columbia are parties, is an example of this type. This compact

creates a bus-taxi regulatory commission designed to regulate

routes and rates and encourage better service in the greater

Washington area.

Self-sustaining proprietory service compacts, where revenue

bonds and user charges carry nearly all of the financial burden,

are perhaps the most famous category of compacts because of that

well-known example, the New York Port Authority,
88

which has

evolved into an agency with more power and greater financial

resources than many state governments. As such, many persons
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look to it as the prototype for all compacts. However, as one

commentator pointed out, this overlooks the fact that the

Authority was created and is being sustained by a set of condi-

tion:. which probably do not obtain elsewhere, whether the goal

be service, regulation, or resource development.
89

Another category of compact, and one into which regional

library networks will probably fall, is the non-self sustaining

proprietary service compact, designed to create and operate large-

scale projects, where revenue bonds and user charges may not be

able to carry the bulk of the financial burden. This is the

category into which most future interstate service compacts will

fall if they make a serious effort to handle non-self-sustaining

high-cost governmental functions.

The application of interstate compacts to library networks

is not entirely theoretical; in fact, over twenty-five states

have adopted an Interstate Library Compact. Illinois adopted

the first compact in 1961.
90

1962, the Council of State Govern-

menta developed a variant version at the request of the New

England state librarians.
91

The Illinois form is used primarily

in the midwest, and the Council of State Governments version

elsewhere. Two adjacent states, North Dakota and Minnesota, have

different versions, which raises theoretical problems at least,

since normally evidence of an agreement between states requires

each state enact the compact in substantially identical versions.
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The two versions of the Interstate Library Compact are, in fact,

quite dissimilar in form, although the thrust of each might be

said to be similar.

Both versions of the Interstate Library Compact seem primarily

concerned with permitting local libraries to enter cooperative

arrangements with libraries in contiguous states, "where the dis-

tribution of population (or of existing and potential library

resources) make(s) the provision of library service on an inter-

state basis the most effective way of providing adequate and

efficient service(s)."
92

The primary emphasis here is on the

interstate metropolitan area. Each version of the compact desig-

nates a compact administrator who, unless granted other powers

by his state, primarily serves as a clearinghouse and depository

for any interstate agreements entered into by libraries within

the state. The CSG version, as passed in New York, provides for

the creation of interstate library districts by interested public

library agencies and authorized cooperation programs between

T.tate library agencies of the party states.
93

The Interstate Library Compact would be an awkward vehicle

for the creation of a regional network, specifically because no

separate commission or agency is established to plan and operate

a network and because no commitment of funds is made for such a

purpose.
94

There is in existence one regional library network which
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does derive legal authority from an interstate compact. NELINET

is a sponsored program of the New England Board of Higher Educa-

tion ( NEBHE) and holds legal status by virtue of that sponsor-

ship.95 NEBHE is a non-profit educational corporation, according

to the NELINET statement of Policies and Procedures.
96

Actually,

the board is a creature of compact, designated by the New England

97
Higher Education compact as the administrating body of the com-

pact and specifically established as an agency of each state party

to the compact. Nevertheless, NELINET apparently prefers to view

itself as an agent of a nonprofit corporation and, like OCLC,

restricts membership to "any not-for-profit library, library

agency or library consortium in the New England region."
98

Non-

profit libraries outside the six-state region may be granted

affiliate membership.

NELINET staff are employees of NEBHE. The Director is

appointed by the Executive Director of NEBHE with the advise and

consent of the Executive Committee of NELINET. All fiscal and

administrative support for NELINET is rendered directly by NEBHE,

which retains a final veto power over all NELINET operations.

This retention of control by NEBHE over all phases of NELINET

activities is interesting. Perhaps there was some doubt about

the propriety of establishing a library network by an agency

charged with providing "a co-ordinated educational program for...

the several, states of New England..., with the aim of furthering
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higher education in the fields of medicine, dentistry, veterinary

medicines, public health and in professional, technical,

99
scientific, literary and other fields." That is a broad man-

date, of course, but it might be interpreted as restricting NELINET

activities to providing library support services within the edu-

cational context. Subject to control by the NEBHE, NELINET is

free to operate as a regional legal entity.

NELINET serves as a possible model for a regional network

because of the existence of two other regional educational

commissions. The Western Regional Education Compact
100

binds 13

western states in a program aimed primarily at sharing existing

training facilities in graduate and professional education, thus

expanding the pool of technically trained graduates in the health

and other professions without the necessity for each state to

develop comprehensive programs in a variety of fields. The

compact was approved by Congress in 1953 and is patterned after

the Southern Regional Education Compact, which failed to gain

such consent a few years earlier largely because of opposition

from the NAACP and other civil rights organizations.
101

Neverthe-

less, both the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education

(WICHE) and the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) continue

to sponsor a wide range of regional programs for graduate, pro-

fessional and technical education.

Absorbtion by WICHE of such institutions as the Pacific
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Northwest Bibliographic Center or the Rocky Mountain Bibliographic

Center would not coincide with the present thrust of WICHE's

activities. Furthermore, the compact speaks in terms more strictly

limited to the provision of interstate training programs than does

the New England compact.
102

For WICHE to become involved in net-

working, the compact may well have to be amended. It is almost

103
as easy to enact a new compact. On the other hand, library

support is central to the educational function, resource sharing

in this area parallels sharing of other educational facilities,

the Supreme Court has been generally supportive of interstate

cooperation, and the practice in the area of interstate agreements

is so loose that this concern may be entirely academic. The

successful operations of the Southern Regional Education Board for

a quarter-century after its failure to achieve Congressional con-

sent emphasize this point.

The Southern Regional Education Compact also aims principally

at the "establishment, acquisition, operation and maintenance

of regional educational schools and institutions."
104

However,

because the compact is fairly broadly worded, because Congressional

participation is not a factor, and because the members of the Board

include the Governors of each state, ex officio, plus four

appointed citizens from each state, expansion of SREB activities

to include the operation of an interstate library network would

be in large part a policy decision. The state legislatures still
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control the purse strings for WICHE and SREB and the cost of

a network will be a deciding factor in gaining sponsorship from

either compact agency.

Another limiting factor is the present state membership

in these compacts. Both the Southern and Western education

compacts embrace numerous states and a large geographic area.

A feasible network region might encompass only a portion of the

compact area. If the network region were entirely within the

compact area, no problem arises. In fact, the Southern Regional

Education Compact specifically allows signatory states the right

to enter supplemental agreements applicable to only a portion

of the member states.
105

This is of no benefit to the states of

the Southwestern Library Association, however, as four of them

are members of SREB and the other two belong to WICHE.

Establishing a regional bibliographic network under the

auspices of SREB, a pre-existing interstate entity, is not the

best approach. Only four of the six SWLA states are currently

members of the compact. Lack of Congressional consent, while

not a great hinderance to date, may cause future difficulties

if the regional network were to clash with other regional in-

terests or with a national program. The Southern Regional Educa-

tion Compact was not designed to support services such as those

involved in library networking. In addition, state financial

support may not be forthcoming. The best possibility for
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establishing an interstate library network is by a separately

enacted compact, designed to fit the requirements of the region

involved and requiring specific state political and financial

suninort.

compacts are essential to any nonfederal interstate i'nder-

106
taking of a formal, binding nature. They represent a special

commitment of a state to a permanent or long-range interstate

undertaking. Compacts take nrecedence over ordinary state

107
statutes; by superseding the laws of individual states in ,-rh

Ole same manner that federal legislation is supreme over state,

rImnacts avoid the various conflict-of-laws Problems invnl,,eri

ii-, ordinary interstate business transactions. As programmatic

levices, em:mats are quite useful. They contain potentillitiPs

for (-Treater state achievement in interstate problem-solvina, al-

though they also represent diminished state autonomy in decisions

on the same matters.

Despite this last fact, state governors are enthusiastic

supPorters of this device, because of its merits as a tool of

executive (ictio
10S

n. Governors generally retain limited power

over state government, especially when compared to the federal

chief executive. An interstate compact frequently enables a

governor to tap federal grants-in-aid and resources of sister

states not otherwise available to him in promoting his own state's

program. It also removes some of the legal barriers to solving
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regional interstate problems: poverty in the Appalachian area,

for example, can only feebly be attacked by each of the Appala-

chian states operating alone; together, with the assistance of

the federal government's massive resources, constructive im-

provements can be obtained. Since most interstate compacts pro-

vide a governing board or commission for their administration,

almost always comprised of gubernatorial appointees and by law

required to report to him, his control over his state's bureau-

cracy is somewhat enhanced. This latter point, however, is a

double-edged matter. His control over his state's functioning

may become more complicated, less flexible, more burdened with

interstate obligations which must be met if the compact is to

succeed. But, probably, the feature that has always been

attractive to states' rights proponents - namely, the assmptinn

of state authority by compact in a realm which may easily be

preempted under federal control - is that which especially

pleases the governors. Whatever the reasons, they have shown

repeatedly that they like this method of handling interstate

problems.

Another strong advocate of interstate compacts is the

Council of State Governments which in many years has yet to

deny the merits of any of those already on the books and which

has repeatedly utilized as exemplary models such powerful inter-

state arrangements as the Port of New York Authority, the Delaware
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River Commission, the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact, and the

like.
109

Interstate compacts are still, after all these years,

essentially experimental in the American system. Their full

potentialities remain untapped. Within the last few years, a

new type of compact has emerged with even greater potential for

handling large-scale regional operations in an effective way

yet in such a manner as to retain a large element of local

control. The federal-Interstate compact offers the most direct

alternative to the federal agency model for handling multi-state

110
affairs. The model for this type of agency is the Delaware

111
River Basin Compact.

The Delaware River Basin Compact creates a regional agency

with territorial jurisdiction over the area of the Delaware River

Basin, including areas of the signatory states (Pennsylvania,

New York, New Jersey, and Delaware). The agency is to develop

water resources, control water quality, improve flood control,

operate faci'tties for the generation and transmission of hydro-

electric power, and set rates and charges for such power. The

implementing powers agreed to by the signatories include borrowing

and bond issuing powers with a pledge of the credit of the agency

but not that of the signatories, the power of eminent domain,

the power to adopt necessary rules and regulations, to effectuate

the varied purposes of the agency. Provision is also made for
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capital fund contributions from the signatories in accordance

with cost-sharing provisions agreed to, but subject to the

legislative appropriation of the respective parties. No manda-

tory obligation is imposed on any signatory with respect to

finance. No individual, corporation, or political body in the

Basin may undertake erection of water facilities in the Basin

unless the agency approves by including that facility in the

comprehensive plan.

Finances have been placed on a voluntary basis despite an

anticipated deficit in the operation of various agency projects.

In dealing with appropriations, the compact makes no distinction

between the actual area of the basin and the whole area of the

signatories--e.g., the compact sets up no "appropriation districts"

within the states.

The federal government agrees-to subbcantially the same

terms except that its agreement is subject to the provision112

that:

Nothing in this compact shall be construed to relinquish
the functions, powers or duties of the Congress of the
United States with respect to the control of any navigable
waters within the basin, nor shall any provision hereof
be construed in derogation of any of the constitutional
powers of the Congress to regulate commerce among the
States and with foreign nations.

Further reservations of federal power are found in a provi-

sion for congressional approval of any water project, and in the

power to withdraw the federal government as a party to the
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compact "or to revise or modify the terms, conditions and pro-

visions under which it may remain a party by amendment, repeal

or modification of any federal statute applicable thereto...."
113

Under the allocation of cost formula, the federal government will

provide about one-half of the financing for the comprehensive

plan for the Basin Compact.

The agency which is to exercise the compact powers consists

of five members, one from each of the signatory states and one

representing the federal government. Each has one vote, and no

action is to be taken except on a.majority vote of the total

membership.

Although the validity of the several compacts which the

federal government has entered has not been litigated in the

courts, the Supreme Court repeatedly has expressed itself in

favor of the compact device to solve regional problems.114

There also would seem to be little merit in the possible

objection that federal entry into a federal-interstate compact

with regulatory powers would amount to an unlawful delegation

of regulatory powers over interstate commerce. Congress has

been said to have a broad choice of regulatory agencies to carry

out the law in areas in which the federal power to act is clear,
115

and the doctrine is well established that Congress may confer

upon the states power to regulate commerce in ways they other-

wise could not.
116

Even without an expressed reservation such as
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that contained in the Delaware River Basin Compact, it would

seem that under the supremacy clause alone the federal will

would prevail in the event of conflict between a compact policy

and a later-enacted federal policy.
117

A federal-interstate compact seems to be an ideal form for

channeling federal funds into multi-state services while retain-

ing a high degree of state participation. A federal authority

on the TVA model would assume control of local and state facili-

ties built up over years of effort and sensitivity to local

priorities. Eschewing federal assumption of regional functions

as in TVA in favor of the compact device encourages a responsive-

118
ness to the people being served. The independent federal agencies

amount to a fourth branch of government, and are the least

119
accountable, most independent branch of all. While interstate

compacts have not been noted for their responsiveness, in large

part because of the reputation of the New York Port Authority

for independent action, and despite the fact that federal agencies

can demonstrate a high degree of sensitivity to the people they

regulate, on the whole a compact device offers more opportunity

to construct a mechanism for accountability and responsiveness

than does an independent federal agency.

A federal-interstate compact has a further advantage.

Whereas the consent statute to a normal interstate compact does

not impose a binding obligation on the federal government to
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support the compact,
120

a federal-interstate compact binds the

agencies of the federal government to uphold and support the

agreement. In the words of the Advisory Commission on Inter-

governmental Relations:
121

Conclusion

For establishing an interstate library network, the federal-

interstate compact offers an attractive device. Federal parti-

cipation means solid funding and compatability with emerging

national information systems. State participation ensures

input from participating libraries. The compact would be a

legal instrument recognized equally by the federal and parti-

cipating state governments. The operating commission would be

an agency of each signatory government, but operating freely

across state lines. From the point of view of stability, long-

range expansion of services, adequate fmnding and systems

compatability, the federal-interstate compact is a very attrac-

tive device.

Enactment and ratification of a compact will be more

complicated than a simple act of incorporation. A study

commission with members from each party who might join must be
122

formed to draft the compact. Then the text will have to be

enacted into law by Congress and each state. Both of these

procedures can be expected to be time-consuming. Some very

persuasive advertising must be done in advance. But the

results, in the nature of a firmly established, comprehensive

interstate library network, should well be worth the effort.
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16. Dixon, Constitutional Bases for Regionalism: Centralization Interstate

Compacts; Federal Regional Taxation, 33 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 47, 51-55

(1964)..

17. Campbell, Are the States Here to Stay ?, 28 PUB. ADMIN. REV. 26 (1968).

18. For a summary of the history and structure of the Council, see REPORT

OF THE CONNECTICUT COMMISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION (1941).

19. For example, the National Association of Attorneys General.

20. The Uniform Commercial Code is the most successful example.

21. For a fuller discussion, see Reisman & Simson, supra note 6, at 81 et

22. State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972, 86 Stat. 19 (1972) (Codi-

fied in scattered sections of titles 26 and 31 of U.S.C.).

23. Council of State Governments, Federal-State Relations, S. DOC. NO. 81,

81st Cong., 1st Sess. 134-36 (1949). "Through the grants-in-aid, the
National Government influences, and to some extent controls, 75 percent

of the total activities of State governments." Id. at 135. For

different views, see Monypenny, Federal Grants-in-Aid to State Govern-

ments; A Political Analysis, 13 NATLTA

24. Federal Regional Councils, Exec. Order No. 11647 (Feb. 10, 1972), 37
P.R. 3167, 31 U.S.C.A. 5 16 n. (Supp. 1973).



25. ADVISORY COMM'N ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, MULTISTATE REGIONALISM
(1972) (Su Doc V3.Ad 9/8: 2 M91).

26. Working Group Summary Report, PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFZRENCE ON INTER-
LIBRARY COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION NETWORKS 215 (J. Becker ed. 1971)
(hereinafter cited as PROCEEDINGS).

27. National Coim'n on Libraries and Information Science, supra note 8.

28. See Casey, Emerging State and Regional Library Networks, in PROCEEDINGS,
supra note 27, at 44.

29. Other such special-purpose networks are described in Hoshovsky & Album,
Toward a National Technical Information System, 16 AM. DOCUMENTATION
313 (1965) and Simpson, The Evolving U.S. National Scientific and
Technical Information System, in READER IN LIBRARY COOPERATION 331 (M.
Reynolds ed. 1972).

30. See, e.g., Dammers, Integ&ated Information Processing and the Case for

a National Network, in READER IN LIBRARY COOPERATION 372 (M. Reynolds
ed. 1972); National Comm'n on Libraries and Information Science, supra

note 8.

31. New England Library Information Netvork (NELINET), Policies and Proce-

dures.

32. Ohio College Library Center, Amended Articles of Incorporation (1970).

33. 42 Stat. 174 (1921); N.Y. Sess. Laws 1921; ch. 154, N.J. Laws 1921, ch.

151; 42 Stat. 822 (1922); N.Y. Sess. Laws 1922, ch. 43; N.J. Laws 1922,

r.h. 9.

34. Medical Library Assistance Act of 1965, 42 U.S.C. § 2806 (1970, Supp.

1972).

35. See, Swank, supra note 4, and M. Duggan, supra note 5, at 18.

36. The New York Public Library and the libraries of Harvard, Yale and

Columbia Universities have established, by contract, a shared acquisi-

tion program supported by a materials exchange-photocopy system that

recently attracted attention. Pace, Four Major Libraries Combine
Research Operations, N.Y. Times, March 24, 1974. Needless to say,

service contracts such as this would be hard pressed to support a com-

plete networking operation.

37. See D. WAITE, supra note 9.

38. Ohio College Library Center, Amended Articles of Incorporation, art. 3

(1970).

39. Kilgour, Long, Landgraf & Wyckoff, supra, note 14.
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40. OHIO COLLEGE LIBRARY CENTER, CODE OF REGULATIONS, arts. V & VI.

41. COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS, PUBLIC AUTHORITIES IN THE STATES 3 (1953);
Comment, An Analysis of Authorities: Traditional and Multicounty, 71

MICH. L. REV. 1376, 1377-80 (1973).

42. Authorities are almost always created by legislation. Comment, supra

note 41, at 1380. The interstate parallel would be interstate
authorities created by interstate compact or agreement.

43. See D. WAITE, supra note 9, for a description of this service.

44. Lexis Primer (Mead Data Central, Inc. 1973).

45. In Oklahoma, for instance, the law provides that: "Three or more
natural persons legally competent to enter into contracts may form a
nonprofit corporation under this act." 18 OKLA. STAT. ANN. 5 853

(Supp. 1974) (emphasis added).

46. See, for example, 6 ARK. STAT. 5 64-1916 (Bobbs-Merrill 1966).

47. National Comm'n on Libraries and Information Science, supra note 8.

48. Casey, supra note 28.

49. 39 U.S. (14 Pet.) 539 (1840).

50. 148 U.S.503 (1893).

51. Ed. at 520.

52. Engdahl, Interstate Urban Areas and Interstate "Agreements" and "Com-

pacts": Unclear Possibilities, 58 GEO. L. J. 799, 808 (1970). For a

less restrictive view, see Ferguson, The Legal Basis for a Southern

Universit - Interstate Agreements without Con ressional Consent, 38

KY. L. J. 347, 348-55 (1950).

53. National Comm'n on Libraries and Information Science, supra note 8, at

Preface.

54. See, e.g., Annot., Constitutionality, Construction, and Application of

Compacts and Statutes Involving Cooperation Between States, 134 A.L.R.

1411 (1941).

55. For a discussion of the history of regionalism in this country, see
ADVISORY COMMISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, MULTISTATE REGIONALISM

1-9 (1972).

56. R. LEACH, AMERICAN FEDERALISM 232 (1970).



57. Hacker, A 16-State Nation: Dr. Stanley Brunn's Magic Geography,
National Observer, July 28, 1973, at 1, col. 2.

58. Exec. Order No. 11647 (Feb. 10, 1972), 37 F.R. 3167, 31 U.S.C.A.
f 16n. (Supp. 1973).

59. Id.

60. The Appalachian Regional Commission was the forerunner. The impetus
came in large measure from state groups, but the ARC rests its authority
on the Appalachia Regional Redevelopment Act of 1965, 79 Stat. 5 (1965).
Shortly thereafter, the Coastal Plains Regional Commission, New England
Regional Commission, Four Corners Regional Commission, Upper Great Lakes
Regional Commission and Ozarks Regional Commission were established by
the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965, 79 Stat. 552
(1965).
For more detail see ADVISORY GOWN ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS,
supra note 55, at 13-93.

61. 16 U.S.C. § 831 (1970). The Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933 is

codified at 16 U.S.C. ff 831-831c, 831d-831h-1, 831i-831o, and 831g-
831dd (1970).

62. The library development program has been a source of considerable pride
to TVA supporters. When the Authority was constructing dams in remote
areas of the Valley it felt a responsibility to its employees to provide

library services. The problem was the method by which such services

were to be made available. One approach would have been for TVA to pur-
chase books and circulate them among its employees. In line with its
"grass-roots" approach, however, it decided to contract with local
government authorities to provide this service and to pay them for it.

As a consequence, county libraries came into existence where none had
existed, and provision for a temporary situation developed into a
permanent service provided by the local governments to their citizens.
THE SOUTHERN ASSEMBLY, STATE GOVERNMENTS IN THE SOUTH 55 (1956).

63. 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 1 (1824).

64. United States v. Appalachian Elec. Power Co., 311 U.S. 377, 426 (1940).

See also, Grad, Federal-State Compact: A New Experiment in Co-operative
Federalism, 63 COLUM. L. REV. 825, 840-42 (1963).

65. The sweeping nature of this power is demonstrated by Oklahoma v. United

States Civil Serv. Cozen, 330 U.S. 127 (1947); Steward Mach. Co. v.

Davis, 301 U.S. 548 (1937).

66. See Grad, supra note 64, at 831-33 and works cited therein.

67. 42 U.S.C. § 2806 (1970, Supp. 1972).

68. See Simpson, supra note 29, at 331-33.



69. Dixon, supra note l6,.4 51-554ANDERSON, THE.NATION AND THE STATES,

RIVALS OR PARTNERS? passim (1955); J. CLARK, THE RISE OF A NEW

FEDERALISM 1-5 (1938). See text at note 16 ,supra.

70. Supra note 8.

71. See COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS, INTERSTATE COMPACTS 1783-1966, A

COMPILATION (1966) for a comprehensive list which is updated biennially

in the Council's BOOK OF THE STATES.

72. lA A. SUTHERLAND, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION 6 32.03 (4th ed. C. Sands 1972).

73. F. ZIMMERMAN & M. WENDELL, THE LAW AND USE OF INTERSTATE COMPACTS 1-2

(1961).

74. U.S. CONST. art. I. 5 10, cl. 3.

75. Virginia v. Tennessee, 148 U.S. 503 (1893). For an extended commentary

see Engdahl, Characterization of Interstate Arrangements: When Is a

Compact not a Compact?, 64 MICH. L. REV. 63, 66-75 (1965).

76. E.g., 46 U.S.C. 6 412 (1970) (crime control and law enforcement); 15

U.S.C. 5 1358 (1970) (release of results of scientific research to

business and industry); 16 U.S.C. 552 (1970) (forest and water conser-

vation); 40 U.S.C. f 461(f) (1970) (interstate urban planning. These

last three pieces of legislation carry the common proviso that the

compacts not be inconsistent with federal law.

77. Ferguson, supra note 52, at 356-57.

78. Hearings on S.J. Res. 191 Before the Senate Judiciary Comm., A Joint

Aesolution Giving the Consent of Congress to the Compact on Regional

Education, 80th Cong., 2d Sess., at 70-71 (1948). See also R. SUGG,

JR. & G. H. JONES, THE SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD: TEN YEARS

OF REGIONAL COOPERATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION (1960). See also the

statements of Senator Morse at 94 CONG. REC. 5777 (May 13, 1948).

79. Frankfurter & Landis, The Compact Clause of the Constitution - A Study

in Interstate Adjustments: 34 YALE L. J. 685, 692 (1925). This landmark

historical analysis of the compact clause has been supplemented by F.

ZIMMERMANN & M. WENDELL, THE INTERSTATE COMPACT SINCE 1925 (1951) and

Engdahl, supra note 75. Two articles which explore future possibly

novel applications of compacts are Grad, supra note 64, and Dixon, supra

note 16. For other articles and monographs on the subject, see the

bibliography appended to this paper.

80. See Frankfurter & Landis, supra note 79, at 738-39.

81. COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS, pupra note 71.

82. Id.
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83. This categorization follows Dixon, supra note 16, at 57-60.

84. R. LEACH & R. SUGG, JR., THE ADMINISTRATION OF INTERSTATE COMPACTS
passim (1959).

85. Id. at 50.

86. 56 Stat. 267 (1942); 63 Stat. 70 (1949).

87. 74 Stat. 1031 (1960).

88. 42 Stat. 174 (1921), consent to supplemental agreement, 42 Stat. 822
(1922). For text of the compact see THE PORT OF NEW YORK AUTHORITY
TREATIES AND STATUTES 7 (1948).

89. Dixon, supra note 16, at 59.

90. 81 ILL. STAT. ANN. 6 101-104 (Smith-Hurd 1966). See McClarren, Stateitatelatintoitlbramszatus, 19 LIB. TRENDS 235, 244-45
(1970); Wendell, An Interstate Compact for Libraries, 54 ALA BULL. 134
(Feb. 1964).

91. For the text of this version see N.Y. EDUC. LAW 6 297n. (McKinney 1969)
(Interstate Library Compact).

92. Interstate Library Compact, art. I, in N.Y. EDUC. LAW 6 297n. (McKinney
1969), at 204.

93. N.Y. EDUC. LAW I§ 293-97 (McKinney 1969) (Interstate Library Districts
and Interstate Library Compact (following 297)).

94. The Council of State Governments also takes the view that the limited
scope of this compact excludes it from the requirement of Congressional
consent. COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS, supra note 71, at 75.

95. NEW ENGLAND LIBRARY INFORMATION NETWORK (NELINET), POLICIES AND PROCE-
DURES 6 1.10.

96. Id. at § 2.10.

97. 68 Stat. 982 (1954).

98. Supra; note 95, at 3.10.

99. New England Higher Education Compact, art. I, 68 Stat. 982 (1954).

100. 67 Stat. 490 (1953).

101. The history of this failure is traced by W. BARTON, INTERSTATE COMPACTS
IN THE POLITICAL PROCESS 129-140 (1965) and by V. TRURSBY, INTERSTATE

COOPERATION, A STUDY OF THE INTERSTATE COMPACT 113-123 (1953).



102. The Western Regional Education Compact, art. I, provides in part:

"WHEREAS, many of the Western States individually do not have
sufficient numbers of potential students to warrant the establishment

and maintenance within their borders of adequate facilities in all of

the essential fields of technical, professional, and graduate training,

nor do all the states have the financial ability to furnish within their
borders institutions capable of providing acceptable standards of

training in all of the fields mentioned above; and WHEREAS, it is

believed that the Western States, or groups of such states within the

Region, cooperatively can provide acceptable and efficient educational

facilities to meet the needs of the Region and of the students
thereof: ..." The compact goes on to create a Commission with power to
enter contracts for "graduate or professional educational services", to

contract for student placement, and to research the educational needs

of the region and report on its finding. Art. VIII.

103. Unless the compact has a provision on amendment procedure, which is

usually concerned with procedural or administrative facets, the amending

process is a replication of the enactment process. See F. ZIMMERMANN &

M. WENDELL, supra note 73, at 10-11.

104. Southern Regional Education Compact, para. 1.

105. Id. at para. 5.

106. F. ZIMMERMANN & M. .INDELL, supra note 73, at 40; M. RIDGEWAY, INTER-

STATE COMPACTS: A QUESTION OF FEDERALISM 294 (1971).

107. Congressional consent raises an interstate compact to the status of

federal legislation. Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Comm'n v.

Colburn, 310 U.S. 419 (1940). Furthermore, as between the compacting

states, the compact is a binding contract subject to the Constitutional

provision prohibiting states from impairing the obligation of contracts.

U.S. CONST. art. I, § 10; Green v. Biddle, 21 U.S. (8 Wheat.) 1 (1923);

Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Comsen v. Colburn, supra at 427.

108. M. RIDGEWAY, supra note 106, at 45..

109. The writings of Frederick Zimmermann and Mitchell Wendell, supra notes

73 and 79, and their biennial survey of interstate compacts in the

Council's BOOK OF THE STATES, as well as their work in the development

and drafting of many interstate compacts, represent the Council's view.

See the statement of Brevard Crikfield, Executive Director, The Council

of State Governments, Foreword, F. ZIMMERMANN & M. WENDELL, supra note.

73, at v-vi. This work was prepared as a drafting manual on interstate

compacts for The National Association of Attorneys General.

110. See Grad, Federal-State Compact: A New Experiment in Co-operative

Federalism, 63 COLUM. L. REV. 825 (190); Dixon, Constitutional Bases

for Regionalism: Centralization; Interstate Compacts; Federal Regional
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Taxation, 33 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 47 (1964); ADVISORY COMM'N ON INTER
=EMMENTAL RELATIONS, MULTISTATE REGIONALISM 155-164, 216-218 (1972).

111. 75 Stat. 688 (1961).

112. Id. at 691.

113. Id.

114. West Virginia ex rel. Dyer v. Sims, 341 U.S. 22, 27-28 (1951); New York
v. O'Neill, 359 U.S. 1, 10-11 (1959).

115. McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819).

116. Prudential Ins. Co. v. Benjamin, 328 U.S. 408 (1946); In re Rahrer,

140 U.S. 545 (1891).

117. Pennsylvania v. Wheeling & Belmont Bridge Co., 59 U.S. (18 How.) 421,
433 (1855); see also S. REP. NO. 854, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 48 (1961).

118. The creation of a federal regional authority such as TVA also requires
many favorable conditions before establishment which may be difficult

to replicate. See Grad, supra note 110, at 839; F. ZIMMERMAN & M.
WENDELL, supra note 79, at 118-20.

119. THE PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COUNCIL ON EXECUTIVE REORGANIZATION, A NEW

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK: REPORT ON SELECTED INDEPENDENT REGULATORY
AGENCIES (1971) (Often cited as the ASH COUNCIL REPORT; Su Doc Pr 37.8:

Ex3/R26).

120. Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Comm'n v. Colburn, 310 U.S. 419 (1940);

Hinderlider v. La Plata River & Cherry Creek Ditch Co., 304 U.S. 92

(1938).

121. ADVISORY COMM'N ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, supra note 110, at 156.

122. Determining the membership of such a drafting commission is not easy.
Certainly representatives from the library profession of each state
should be included. Federal representatives should include someone
from the National Commission and perhaps the Library of Congress. A
member to represent each state Governor, and perhaps other gubernatorially
appointed members, shall also be included. Valuable input could be
obtained by including representatives from the national as well as the
various state advisory commissions on intergovernmental relations.
Drafting expertise is available from the Council of State Government.
Since the composition of this drafting commission will have a great
impact on the eventual shape of the network organization, time and
effort should be spent soliciting views from the state executives,
the state libraries, the state library organizations, and the National
Commission.



SELECTED COMPACTS
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The Council of State Governments has prepared for

the National Association of Attorneys General, a

manual on the drafting of interstate compacts.

See F. L. ZIMMERMAN &JM. WENDELL, THE LAW AND USE

OF INTERSTATE COMPACTS 57-88 (1961). However, the

drafting of a regional interstate library compact

may benefit from the documents of certain related

efforts. For that reason, portions of the

following six compacts are included here as an

appendix:

Interstate Library Compact (Illinois version)

Interstate Library Compact (New York version)

Southern Regional Education Compact

Western Regional Education Compact

New England Higher Education Compact

Delaware River Basin Compact
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Interstate Library Compact, 81 ILL. STAT. ANN. § 101-104
(Smith-Hurd 1966), as amended (Supp. 1974).

INTERSTATE LIBRARY COMPACT

§ 101. Execution of compact
The interstate library compact is hereby enacted into law and entered

into on behalf of this state with any state bordering on Illinois which
legally joins therein in substantially the following form :

INTERSTATE LIBRARY COMPACT

The contracting states agree that:

ARTICLE I---PI RPOSE

Because the desire for the services provided by public libraries
transcends governmental boundaries and can be provided most of fective-
ly by giving such services to communities of people regardless of juris-
dictional lines, it is the policy of the states who are parties to this com-
pact to co-operate and share their responsibilities in providing joint and
co-operative library services in areas where the distribution of popula-
tion makes the provision of library service on an inttr. atd basis the most
effective way to provide adequate and efficient services.

ARTICLE I%-PROCEDURE

The appropriate officials and agencies of the party states or any of
their political subdivisions may, on behalf of said states or political
subdivisions, enter into agreements for the co-operative or joint conduct
of library services when they shall find that the executions of agreements
to that end as provided herein will facilitate library services.

ARTICLE 1 1 lCONTENT

Any such agreement for the co-operative or joint establishment, op-
eration or use of library services, facilities, personnel, equipment, ma-
terials or other items not excluded because of failure to enumerate shall,
as among the parties of the agreement: (I) detail the specific nature of
the services, facilities, properties or personnel to which it is applicable;
(2) provide for the allocation of costs and other financial responsibili-
ties; (3) specify the respective rights, duties, obligations and liabilities ;
(4) stipulate the terms and conditions for duration, renewal, termina-
tion, abrogation, disposal of joint or common property, if any, and all
othcr nufters which May be appropriate to the proper effectuation and
performance of said agreement.

ARTICLE IVCONFLICT OF LAWS

Nothing in this compact or in any agreement entered into hereunder
shall be construed to supersede, alter, or otherwise impair any obligation
imposed on any public library by otherwise applicable laws.
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ART i ...:1.E V ADM I N 1ST IZATOR.

Each state shalt desigaatc a compact administrator with whom copies
of all agreements .0 1.;.; state or any subdivision thereof is party
shall he filed. The ,.,Iniini.itrator shall have such powers as may be con-
ferred upon him 1.:) the laws of his state and may consult and co-operate
with the kompaet administrators of other party states and take such
steps as may effectuate the purposes of this compact.

ARTICLI; VIEtTECTIVE DATE

This compact shall become operative immediately upon its enactment
by any state or between it and any other contiguous state or states so en-
acting.

ARTICLE VIIRENUNCIATION

This compact shall continue in force and remain binding upon each
party state until 6 months after any such state has given notice of repeat
by the legislature. Such withdrawal shall not he construed to relieve any
party to an agreement authorized by Articles II and III of the compact
from the obligation of that agreement prior to the end of its stipulated
period of duration.

ARTICLE VIIISEVERABILITY; CONSTRUCTION

The provisions of this compact shall be severable. It is intended that
the provisions of this compact be reasonably and liberally construed.
1961, Aug. 9, Laws 1961, p. 3042, § 1.

§ 102. Administrator
The Secretary of State, ex officio, shall be the compact administrator.

The compact administrator shall receive copies of all agreements en-
tered into by the s' z or its political subdivisions and other states or
political subdivisions ; consult with, advise and aid such governmental
units in the formulation of such agreements; make such recommenda-
tions to the governor, legislature, governmental agencies and units as he
deems desirable to effectuate the purposes of this compact and consult
and co-operate with the compact administrators of other party states.
1961, Attg 9, T aws 1961, p. 3042, § 2.

§ 103. Agreements
The compact administrator and the library board of any county, city,

village or incorporated town, township, library district or library system are
authorized and empowered to enter into agreuents with other states or their
political subdivisions pursuant to the compact. Such agreements as may be
made pursuant to this conipact on behalf of the state of is shall be made
by the compact administrator. Such agreements as may be made on behalf
of a political subdivision shall be made after due notice to the compact admin-
istrator and consultation with him.
Amended by P.A. 70-;;03, eft. July 31, 100D.

§ 104. Enforcement
The agencies and officers of this state and its subdivisions shall en-

force this compact and do all things appropriate to effect its pur-
pose and intent which may be within their respective jurisdiction. 1961,
Aug. 9, Laws 1961, p. 3042, § 4.



Interstate Library Compact

A-3
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

.N Y. EDUC. LAW § 297 n. (McZinney 1969)

INTERSTATE LIBRARY COMPACT
Laws lifitt. r. a 1, eft. April .:(1,

provided:

The inter-1..0o lihrnry ootopnet
retry 01;1(14'd ins '1 law anti etiti

Into by this tvre with all states to.
gaily Joining ritrin in the form sub-
stantially as foll,,ws:

AnTiel.i.: AND
1'I.. Ui'OSI

Wttm.e &sire fur the services
provided by the libraries transcends
governmootal boutelaif:s and can
most effeetively be satisfied by giv-
ing such services to communities :earl
people regardless of Jurisdictional
lines, it is the policy of the states
party to this contpat-t to cooper:Ito
awl share their resit/A-Utilities: to
authorize cooperation and sharing
with respect to types of literary
facilities and r.orvices witivir can ho
more economically or efficiently de-
veloped and maintained on a COM/Pill.'

e basis, and to atititotize coopera-
tion and slurring among localities,
states and others in providing joint
or cooperative library services in
areas where the distribution of papa-
"anon or of existing and potential li-
brary resources make the provision
of library service on an interstate
basis the most effective way of pro-
viding adequate and efficient service.

AlITICLE II. DEFINITIONS
Its used in this compact:
(a) 'Public library agency" means

any unit or agency of local or state
government operating or having pow
et to operate a library.

(b) "Private library agency" mewl
any non-gavertnnental entity which
operates or assumes a legal obliga-
tion to operate a library.

(c) "Library agreement" means a
contract establishing an Interstate II-
brary district iarstnitit to this com-
pact or providing for the joint or co-
operative furnishing of library serf-
Ices.

ARTICLE Ht. INTERSTATE:
LIItItAItT DISTRICTS

(a) Any one or ntorce public library
agencies in a party state. In coepera-
lion with any public library agency
or agencies in one or More other par-
ty states may establiA anti
an interstate library ill- trict. slob.
jeer to the provisions a I his eompart,
and any other laws of the party
states which parstrant hereto remain
applicable, such district may estab-
lish, Instiutatin and operate some or

till of the library facilities and serv-
ics for th ota.crooil in aod-
awe with the terms of a library
agreement thercfor. Any private lb
brary mlpnii.'y or agencies within an
Intellin library district may eurip-
ern.. tb,tt it It. it...toone tint it-4, re.
s1port:N.1m ws and ottlittations then to.
and re( vivo benefits therefrom as
provided In any library agreement to
which :tittli agency or agencies be-
come party.

(b) Within an biter:fiat° library
district, and as provided by a library
agreement, the perfe- uance of li-
brary fittictions may be undertaken
on a joint or cooperative basis or
may be undertaken by means of GrIP
or more arrangements between or
among public or private library agen-
cies for the extension of library priv-
ileges to the use of facilities or serv-
ices operated or rendered by one or
more of the individual library agen-
cies.

(el If a library agreement itrovides
for joint establishment, maintenance
or operation of library facilities or
services by an interstate library dis
trict, such district shall have power
to do arty one or more of the follow-
ing in accordance. with such library
agreement:

I. Undertake, administer and par-
ticipate in programs or arrangements
for securing, lending or servicing of
tinok5 and other publications, any
other materials suitable to be kept or
made available by libraries, library
equipment or for the dissemination
,,f information about libraries, the
aloe and significance of particular
items therein, and the use thereof.

2. Accept for any of its parposes
antler this compact any and all dona-
ti,1N, and grants of money, equip-
ment, supplies. materials, anti serv-
iees (conditional or otherwise), front
any state or the United States or any

or agency thereof, or in-
terstate agency, or from any institu-
tion. person. firm or corporation, and
receive, utilize anti dispose of the
sante.

3. Operate mobile library units or
equipment for the purpose of render-
lag bookmobile Pervice within the
dist riot.

4. f:mtoy professional, technical,
clerical stud other personnel and fix
terms of employment. compensation
and otip.r apprf)prittfr bellfrifg ; and
where desirable. provide for the in-
service training of such personnel.

sue and ltr sued in any court
of competent Jurisdiction.
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Auire. hold. and dispose of
any real or personal property or any
Interest or into lusts Mervin as may
be appropriate to the rendering of li-
brary service.

T. Construct, maintain and oper-
ate a library, including any appropri-
ate branches thereof.

S. Pb such other things as may be
laeldental to or appropriate for the
carrying out of any of the foregoing
powers.

ARTICLE IV. INTERSTATE
munAnv DISTRICTS,
GOVERNING BOARD

(a) An interstate library district
which establisles, maintains or op er.
ates any facilities or services in its
Mill right shall have a governing
board which shalt direct the affairs
of the district and net for It in all
matters relating to its business.
Each participating public library
agency in the distriet shall be repre-
sented on the governing board which
sY ' be organized and conduct its

ss in accordance with provision
for in the library agreement.

.1. b no event shall a governing
oard meet less often than twice a

yell r.

(b) Any private library agency or
ageneies party to a library agreement
establishing an interstate library dis-
trict may be represented on or advise
with the governing board of the dis-
triet in such manner as the library
agreement may provide.

ARTICLE V. STATE LInTIAItt
AGENCY COOPERATION

Any two or more state library
agencies of two nr more of the party
states may undertake and conduct
joint or cooperative library pro.
grams. render joint or cooperative li-
brary services, and enter into and
perform arrangements for the cooper-
Mire or joint aerptisition, use, lams.
lag and disposition of items or caller.
flows of materials which. by reasoa
of expense, rarity. specialized nature,
or infrequency of demand therefor.
would he appropriate for reatrat
collection and shared use. Any such
programs. i*IVitseR or arrangements
may !llu& provision for the exr-
cise on a cooperative or Joint basis
of any power exerei;able by an Inter-
state library district and an agree-
ment embodying any such program.
service or arrangement shall con-
tain provisions covering the subjects
detailed in Artie le VI of this compact
for interstate library agreements.

ARTICLE In. rainnAnY
AGREEMENIS

(a) In order to provide ter any
joint or cooperative undertaking pnr--
snant to this compact, public and pri-
vate library agencies may enter into
library agreements. Any agreement
executed pursoant to the provisions
of this compact shall, as among the
parties to the agreement:

1. Detail the specific nature of
the services, programs. facilities. ar-
rangements, or properties to which it
is applicable.

Provide for the allocation of
costs and other financial responsibili-

tie: Specify the respective rights,
duties, obligations and liabilities of
the parti,.s.

4. Set forth the terms and condi-
tions for duration. renewal. termina-
tion, obroration, tai- pausal of joint or
common property, if any, and all oth-
er matters which may he appropriate
to the proper effectuation and per-
formance of the agreement.

ad No public or private library
agency shall undertahe to exreke it-
self, or jointly with any other library
agency, by means of a library agree-
ment any power prohibited to Snob
agency by the constitution or statutes
of its state.

(c) No library agreement shall be-
come effective until filed with the
compact administrator of each state
involved, and appmeed in accordance
with Article VII of this compact.

ARTICLE VII. APPROVAL OF
LinnAnY AcitEEMENTS

(a) Every library agreement made
pursuant to this compact shall, prior
to and as a condition precedent to its
entry into force, be submitted to the
attorney general of each state in
which a public library agency party
thereto is situated. who shall deter-
mine whether the agreement is in
proper form and compatible with the
laws of his state and except that in
the state of New York, such agree-
ment shall he submitted to the coun-
sel for *the state education depart-
ment for such determination. The
attorneys general and such counsel
shall approve any agreement submit-
ted to them unless they shall find
that it does not meet the conditions
set forth herein and shall detail in
writing addressed to the governing
bodies of the public library agencies
concerned the specific re.pets in
which the proposed agreement fails to
meet the reottirements of law. Fail-
ure to disapprove an agreement sub-
mitted hereunder within ninety days
of its submission shall constitute up-
proval thereof.
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thl In the event that a library
agreement made pursuant to this
compact shall dial in whole or in
part with the provision of services or
facilities with regard to which an or.
fieer or agota..y rtf tie. ',tate goitrn
!neat has vontitutionol or statuhoy
powers of cont rot, the agreemaat
shall, as a eonilition proeo,!-nt to Ps
entry into force, be submitted to tho
state officer or agency I ''.'ing snot
power of control and he aft-
prfWed or disapproved by him or it
as to all matters within Ilk or its pi.
ilietion in the same manner and

subject to the same reimuircinents
governing the action of the attorney,.
general purstaitit if. paragraph (:0 of
tins article. This rcfprirement tf
Submission and apvro at shall Ks in
addition to and not in substituti.m
for time requirement of smmtani.sion to
and ipproval by the attorneys gener-
a!,

AnTic: VITT. OT111:1: LAWS

Nothirut in thi: compact or in any
library agnvment shall be construed
to supersede. alter or otherwise im-
pair any obligation imposed on any
library by otherwi,,e applicable law,
nor to authorize the transfer or Elk-
position of any property hem in trust
by a library agency in a manner con-
trary to the terms of such trust.

ARTICLE IX. APPROPRIATIONS
AND MO

(a) Any public library agency par-
ty to a library agreement may appro..
pliant funds to the interstate library
district established thereby in the
same manner and to the same extent
as to a library wholly maintained by
It and, subject to the laws of the
state in which such public library
agency is situated, may pledge its
credit in support of an interstate II-

btrary district established by the
agreement.

(b) Subject to the provisions of the
library agreement pursuant to which
it functions and the laws of the
states in which such district is situ-
ated, an interstate library district
may claim and receive any state and
federal aid which may be available
to it.

BEST COPY AMBLE

ARTICtr N. COMPACT
ADNIINISTHATOlt

rah state shall tleignnte a com-
pact administrator with whom copies
of all library ugreemnts to which
his state or any public 1:11rary agen-
cy thereof is party . be filed.
The alimiaistrator have rue)e
other powers as may be confcrred
upon him by the laws.of his state
and may consult and cooperate with
the compact administrators of other
party states and take such stops as
May aro-Ault., the parposes of this
campact. If the laws of a party
state so pro isle, such state may des-
ignate one or more deputy compact
administrators in addition to its coin -
pact administrator.

AllTICI.P, XI. NTlIT INTO
rein% AND WITITDIIAWAL

(a) This compact shall enter into
force and effect immediately upon its
enactment late law by any two
states. Thereafter, it shall enter
Into force and effect as to any ottcr
state upon the enactment thereof by
such state.

(b) This compact shall continue in
force with respect to a party state
and remain binding upon such state
until six months after such state has
given notiee to each other party state
of the repeal thereof. Such with-
drawal shall not he construed to re-
lieve any party to a library agree-
ment entered into pursuant to this
compact from any obligation of that
agreement prior to the end of its du-
ration as provided therein.

ARTICLE XII. CONS niUCTION
AND SEVIMAIIILITY

lids compact shall be liberally con-
strued so as to effectuate time parpoq-
es thereof. The provisions' of this
compact shall he si.verable and if any
phrase, clam, sentence or provision
of this compact is declared to be con-
trary to the con.ztitution of any party
state or of the United States or the
applicability thereof to any govern-
ment, agency, person or circumstance
is held invalid, the validity of the re-
mainder of this compact and the ap-
Plieahilily thereof to any government,
auency, person or eiremuNtanee shall
not be affected thereby. If this coin.
part shall be held contrary to the on-
stitution of any state party thereto,
the compact shall remain in full force
and effect as to the remaining states
and in full force and effect as to the
state affected as to all severable mat-
ters.
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Southern Regional Education Compact (1948), reprinted in

Regional Education Interstate Compact, Hearings on S.J. Res.
191 Before a Subcomm. of the Senate Judiciary Comm., 80th
Cong., 24 Sess. 7-9 (1948).

(The conipact is as follows :)
Whereas the States who ari? parties hereto have during the past several ,'crs

lotiittt: toward tiro. and wainte-
nonce of jointly owned and operated reL:iontit eilarariotwi
..out horn Stan. in the protessional, techaologieal, literary, and ether
fields. so SIS to provide. greater educational ativantages and facilities for the
citizens or tip. ,:verat StitteS W101 IVithift such region ; anti

Whereas Meharry NI/slit:it College of Nashville. Tenn., has proposed that its
lands. equivalent, arid the net income front it ltflOWnstillt IR' turned
o\ °t to the southern States, or to an agency acting in their behalf, to he operated
as ft regional iostitution for medical, dental, mai nursing ethic:Mon upon terms
and conditions to be hereafter agreed upon between the Southern States and
Meharry Medial Colle4e. which proposal. beCititse of the present financial condi-
tion of the institutioa, has been approved by the sail States who are parties
hereto; and

Whereas the said States desire to enter into a compact with each other provid-
ing for the planning and establishment or regional odueatioloo

NOW. Ilit'reltire. in echtsitIr:IIIHnt of the mutual ag.retataits. etnettnts, and
obtfgatioes asstine the respective States who are parties himto (Itereim:fter
referred to as "States " t, said several States do herby t.ritt a gograiihat
district or region conSiStitg: of IN areas lying- within the N.10111111... of t lie con-
tracting States which. for the porpows of this comp:let. shall constitute an area
for regional (Niue:100n supported by public funds derived from taxation by the
constituent States atal derived front other t:oures for the estaidisittnent. acquisl-
Um, operation. and not lute:lance of regional cdtwationnI svito,1 and institutions
for the benefit of citi.:a.tis of the restiectke States residua; within regittn.sa
established as :ay he determined front time to time Iii nveoranare whit the terms,
anti provisions of this eenqatet.

The states do farther hereby establish and ereate a joint agency which shall
to known us the lion rd of (sontrot few Southern :legion:II I:devotion (hereinafter
referred to as the -board- the we:raters of which board shall consist of the
governor of ,'aril state. ix taboo, ;Ind two addition:1i eitizons or each State to be
nilitointetl by ties (ioveriow thereof. at least one of wilt an tatail be selected front
the field of education. The governor siten cotaititte as a member of the board
during his tenure of office as governor of the St but the weathers of the hoard
appointed by the governor shall bola otlice for tt pr:oti of 5 years, except that in
the original appointment one board member so appointed by the governor shalt
be designated at the time of his appointment to serve an initial term of 3 years.
but thereafter his successor shall serve the full term of 5 years. Vacancies on
the board caused by death. resignation. refusal. or inability to serve shall be filled
by appointment by the governor for the unexpired portion of the terra. The
officers of the hoard shall be a chairman. a vice chairman. a secretary. a treas-
urer, anti such additional officers as may he created by the board front time to
time. The board shall meet annually, and officers shall be elected to hold office
until the next annual meeting. The board shall have the right to formulate and
establish bylaws not inconsistent with the provisions of this compact to govern
its own actions in the performance of the duties delegated to It, including the
right to create and appoint an executive eommittee and a finance committee.
with such powers anti authority as the board may delegate to theta from time
to time.

It shall be the duty of the board to submit plans anti recommenciatious to
the States from time to tune for their approval and adoption by appropriate
legislative action for the development, establishment. acquisition, operation.
and maintenance of educational school.; and institutions within the geographical
limits of the regional area of the States, of such character and type anti for
such etiticatitteal purposes. professional. technoingieal. scientific. literary. or
otherwis% as they ant:.° deem and detertnine to he proes'r, neessary, rtr IltIVINttble.
Title to all such educational institutions when so established by appropriate
legislative actions of the States and to all properties rind facilities toted in con-
nection therewith shaht be vested in said board as the agency of and for the
use and benefit of the said States and V r citizens thereof, and tell such edam-
timid Institutions shall he 011elltrell. maintained, and thataced lit the manner
herein set nut. fittileet to any precisions or limitations which may be contained in
the legislative nets of the States authorizing the creation. establishment. and
operation of such educational Institutions.
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REC!OtAL EDt trION INTERSTATE COMPACT

The boart1 !ii1 hiv.' stirh n4ititinriaL and gt!Icrnt p"w.r arni tuthnrity a rnty
be '.T4t('(t UI it. 1 I :e t:ts LLUII1 tilflt tti tI1Ik bj '4i4ative t'nattinvits uf the
sk! St:ttu.

T)V [Wu t t '. 'r. tt' i*. t) )(} tt $'S of th I ( .UIIE) tt S1) I 1UV(' thl4' Eight
tc etttr it 11.:I:t1l?..ht.l )%tlIR' 1>E tlty t.t!)hi$IUflPtit, hiiuiiiritig
fln(1 tI'.ra1 1t ::i.9:t IUt;t tfl$tit'U i'i; f<r t1 teut1it 'f tit izris
1%i(1i:: 'S ithi!: .,r L 'vlsi'h ?tt 8 )'tt1*fl iii tlit' gfn(.tI tt'i"u )t.ri.lti
t'rtittqI. ui ii lit t" tt IU j t)' utcj St:tt :iL it,
('c ro7)t ui . v I y t 1,.' re: o tlu' lti'c1 Is)rP'f;It ig sti}i t;i

Vf 'Vth'tT .l :it' t i '.t ti tuit 1.d tt' nd ipprutd Iiy tht Ia tU prior t. tht.
1 'lU1 ii,.tLt ut iutz.

1:irh t:i n .:rf}'- thr 'I n tut1ir't.izp1 1. tht tc.ri it vh1l front t I
to tir:c i:tl. j v: I I:t h a r1 ;iv t.r to u t,,ai1 sait turals as nia ' 1w r.qIzi r*'ti
lor the s1:tt'?i..hL..lIt, aufjUt.it t.t1. tqs.ritiii, aitti Irt:liI tflaflr'. it smlt reittxai

lnedt iorutl in..t U ut i as titay ht aut lit It the St ;tz tinder the terms tt
tins ( tft. tit,. 'ttrItttt i'ti it tadi S!:tt at all tittt,s t#' 1w lit iii.' pr(,uitjitTt
that Its tt that ic'ti ltt' E 1,' tia' tntui tt'tthutivtl i'ntithittt ttt lhe $t;tt's whit,
are )t:IiLits }eti a hitwti fri.iu t lie t..t Li me l, h. It'st rvtttt tt1ihiitL pni-
listieti rej 11 f the 1JUE4'U tIC (!i5tt5 ''C UIC Uniteti SI1LtI's of Amt.rk.t, t)E flXI1I

Ut1I eLite, ha is as tiai he ;igt'1 ttp'.it.
'l'his ('it! ft,t- alt ItItt tia' rtt I be hi!I'1in nn any State twk'ss aitci

%tnt ii it sf HI lit' :t t' .vei I y irtqH r l.'tislnt 1 t' etitat tf as tnan as si ov tiltirt'
of tiji' St tO.s tia'-.' gOSi'i'!t('ES hart SthS('r i}'csl itrtt't ' within ti ptrra,4 (if IS
ni.tnt its fretu t he tat'' licrer)f. W'ln'n and If six or 1ti're States shah I laive gieu
listative :t p .rosa I rt this compact witlii n sa hi 1 uhi'i,t its' p.'ri.ttl. It shall lie
ami tietotet' h'ni iu tipt in stit'h six nt utitre St:i tos Ill i tlays ofri'r 11w tlato of
legi slat ire a 'i.r' va 1 hty the sixt I, State, and the C vs'rn 'rs of sinli six tit' JIIOEC
States shalt f''rthwi fit name the i ,'rnbers of rite biatril from their $tfltes as 'i'e
lntbt've Si-t fPtr, Hutti lie ha i'd 1ta 11 then iteet on c:tIt of tin' Governor of any
Stntt' :,pIIri'vin! thi rotapact. at whkh tUne tin' boar'! shah ok'et ;UIers. nthpt
bylaws. n t i tit iH itnit te. s. ml otherw 1st' fal hy org:t ih't'. Ot her Slit t#'s win etC
na nies are stti1,.j hereto ..hi:i It t heron fter Liecetntt part ie la'rt'tn tip. 'n upPrvaI
of this coinf;Iet by leaf-lu ire :it ion within 2 years l'ruut the tiate &'reof, upon
ue1i CtiflsIitht'tts as tony I;'' nare.'tl upon ti the time.

. frey itee in i rt t.ti''r lv,, ti 1- ef.ntewt shil thereafter emit hiite without
ihinittititet o t fat'': pr..%idi'i. h.'wev:r, hat U zilar be ti ittlirtlit) at atty tiim' by
Unanhrtiotut ni'ti'm ''1 1 hi' $;itt' a ml .' id.'iI l'urtin'r. that ;muy St:ile may with-
drav front this (iimtmp;et If stilt 'viilalraw.il is :tpfa'iive.! hy its I.gislature, .iirIi

withdrawal to ,'t'ifHl" 14'.'tivC years :tfct'r wilt Ion n'.tiet' ttmeit't'f the' board,
accompanIed by a cmi flied enpy of rho r.'qukite 1e?ittt tO HCtlflfl. bitt stmh with-
drawal shall not relieve the wLt1utrawtit State fc.ini Ita ohuiations hereunder
accruing up to the effectIve date of sneim withdrawal. Any State o w1th.lraw1n
shall Ipso facto cease to have any claim to. or ownership of. any of the property
held or vested itt the board or to any of the funds of the board held under the
terms of this compact.

If any State shall at any time become in default In the performnnce of any of
Its obligations assnniotl herein or with respect to any nbllntbnn imui1.iipnn
said State as autbnrlwti by and in compliance with the tories end provisions of
this compact, nil rutlits. prlvfleees. nnd benefits of nch defnultIn State, its
member on the hoard. and its citizens shall ipso facto lie and become suspended
from and after the tint.' 'if surh ilofanit. titlms snob th'f:iult shalt he remedied
and made rood within a period of I year Imtimt"Iiately fsillowfn the date of such
default1 this compact may be terminated with respect to such defaulting State
by an arrnatfs-e rote of three.fourths of the zw'mbers of the boarit (eelusLve
of the members r rrost'ntjru the State in defaiulr'i. ft'etn anti after which time
iuh State shin!! co:mse to a party to this compact tim! shalt have no further
elaim to. or ownership of, any of thte pr.perfr ht.'lsI hr in' retod itt the board or to
any of the mails of the hoard bold nailer the' terms of this compact. hut SnCh,
termination shall in no tim ttit.'e refo;tso snob ttefanlrfiu rate from any accrued
obligation or e,tlterwii' affect flits c'ompzmc't or the rihits, duties. 1'rlvilces, or
obHat1on of the ri'maiimIr States rhoronnder.

In witness whereof, this ConiTmet has been approved and sint'd by the
Govertrnrs of tb s*'v.'rnl StztteQ. stthJ"et to the zippruval of their respective legis-
latures in the nmanner ltereltmtths,ve set r.tut. as of time Sri, day of Folirnuiry II IS.

state of T'ltrMn, by Millard ñiltlscell, Go'er,mor: State at Maryland.
by Wm. T'roston T.ntte, .Tr., (k.s-ernnr: State of G,'orgla. liv M. .
Thompsa, Governor; State of TMtlisIzuta, by J. ii. DavIs, 0ev.
ernor; State of Alabama, hy Jantes K Foisma. G'irernnr; St:ttc
of 3IIssisipp1, by F. L. Vrigitr. thirernor : &'tnanonwo:Uth of l*'u-
tuckv : Stnte of Tet,ne'",'e. by ,hiit le4 t.pv.'riior ; ('tIIflhIAtflt-
wenflb of VI iglitla, by w. i. ¶l'itt'k. ;HPt'tmiir: Stalt' .'f M'ka nsmo'*.

by flea Ianey, (ho.'rnor: Stat.' of ..rtht I ':iroiltut, by it. tr.'m.t,
('fterry, (Jqve'rnet' : SIn Li' td Smith I 'ii vu! I tia, by 4. St vi mi Thu vi non. I.

(bivoroor : 5t:m.' ..f 'j'ex;t, by Itt'tnf'irtz it. Jest('r. Governor:
State of Okiabminut, by Roy 3. Turner, Governor; State of West
Virginia, by Chtretice W. Moadow, GA&'rnor.
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IA1,4. 226 CHAPTER 380
AN ACT

crtliiitle the (1)114eItt of ongrem tle certolp Western Stntes atilt the TPrritoriot
Ala:.ktt Ilittvit11 to enter into n etitolno.t relating fitraor I-aut.:100n !n

nett tp.tall!istting Westerti Interstate Ce»nmission for

h.leteet the Stterte 171epric,enthatirvx of the,td, of ll,T1.01 ill COM/ .1.%.%e fit +111,Tnit te consent of
het ehy iriVVII to anv five or more of the States of Ari.zooa,
Coltw.n171, Niontana Nevada, Nev McNico, Orcgon.

Iyonling and the Territmies of Alaska and
i;, onter into the following Contpact awl agreement relating

to kluvation anti creating the WeAern Interstate Contnii:,.,ion
for ii!gitur F.ducation.

The compact reads as follows:

AaTtela: 1

WITEREAS, the future of this Nation and of the Western States
(14,pentiA upon the quality of the education of its youth: and
WHEREAS, manv of tile Vestern St ats indiVidUldly do nut have

StliiiVient numbers of potential students to warrant the establishment
And maintenance within their borders of adequate facilities in all of
the essential fields of teylinical praessional, and graduate training,
nor do all the' stateG have the financial ability to furnish within thew
borders institutions capable Of providing acceptable standards of
training in all of the fields went tone(1 above; and

WHERl AS. it is believed that the Western States, or groups of
such states w it hilt the Regin, cooperatively can provide accoptaioits
and efficient educational facilities to meet the needs of the Region
and of the students thereof :

Now, therefore, the. States of Arizona, California. Colorado, Idaho.
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico. Oregtal, Utah, Washington, anti
Wyoming, and the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii do hereby
covenant and agree as follows:

ARTICLE II

Each of the compacting states and territories pledges to each of
the other compacting states and territories faithful cooperation in
carrying out all the purposes of this Compact.

ARTICLE III

The compacting states and territories hereby create the Western
Interstate Commission for higher Education, hereinafter called the
Conunission. said Commission shall be a body corporate of each
compacting state and territory and an agency thereof. The Commis-
sion shall hare all the powers and duties set forth herein. including
the power to sue and be sued, and such additional powers as may In
conferred upon it by subsequent action of the respective legislatures
of the compacting states and territories.

ARTICLE IV

The Commission shall consist of three resident members from each
compacting state or territory. At all times one Commissioner from
each compacting state or territory shall be an educator engaged in
the field of higher education in the. state or territory from which he is
appointed.
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PUBLIC LAW 228AUG. 8, 1953

The Commissioners from each state and territory shalt be appointzd
by the Governor thereof as provided by law in state or territory.
Any Commissioner may be removed or suspended from (de as pro-
vided by the law of the state or territory from which he shall have
been appointed.

The terms of each Commissioner shall be tour years: Provided,
hotrceer, That the first three Commissioners shall be appointed as
follows: one for two years, one for tluve years, and one for four
year=. Each (7ommisstoner shall hold otlice until his succe.-or shall
be appointed and qualified. If any office becomes vacant for any
reason, the Governor shall appoint. a Commissioner to fill the aim for
the remainder of the unexpired term.

ARTICLE V

Ativ busitie,,s tranQacted at any meeting of the Commision nittt.be
by affirmative vote of a majority of the whole number of compacting
states and territories.

One or more Commi-sioners from a majority of the compacting
states and territories shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of
business.

Each compacting state and territory represented at any meeting of
the Commission is entitled to one vote.

ARTICLE VI

The Commis...ion shall elect from its number a chairman and a vice
chairman, awl may appoint, and at its pleasure dismiss or remove,
such dicers, agents, and employees as may be required to carry out the
purpose of this Compact ; and shall fix and determine their duties,
qualifications and compensation. having due regard for the, impor-
tance, of the. responsibilities involved.

The Commissioners shall serve without compensation, but shalt be
reimbursed for their actual and necessary expenses from the funds of
the Commission.

ARTICLE VII

The Commission shall adopt a seal and by-laws and shall adopt anti
promulgate rules and regulations for its management and control.

The Commission may elect such committees as it. deems necessary
for the carrying out of its functions.

The Commission shall establish and maintain an office within one of
the compacting states for the transaction of its business and may meet
at any time, but in any event must meet at least once a year. The
Chairman may call such additional meetings and upon the request of
a majority of the Commissioners of three or more compacting states or
territories shall call additional meetings.

The Commission shall submit at budget to the Governor of each com-
. pacting.state and territory at such time and for such period as may

be required.
The Commission shall. after negotiations with interested institu-

tions, determine the cost of providing the facilities fur graduate and
professional education for use in its contractual agreements through-
out the Region.

On or before the fifteenth day of January of each year. the Commis-
sion shall submit to the Governors and Legislatures of the compacting
states and territories a report of its activities fur the preceding calen-
dar year.

The Commission shall keep accurate books of account, showing in
full its receipts and dibbursements, and said books of account shall be

Report.
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492 PUBLIC LAW 226AUG. 8, 1953 (67 STAT,

open et a;ly ensonable time for inspection by the Governor of any
compacting sr te or territory or his designated representative. 'rho
Comm:15sion shall not he subject to the audit and accounting procedure
of any of the eon:puling states or territories. The Commission shall
provile for an independent annual audit.

Contract ti Al
agreements.

OptratImig coots.
appaetIonment.

ARTICLE VIII

It shall he the ditty of the COMIlliAS1011 to enter into such contract teal
agreements with any mstit nuts in the Regi( en offering graduate or
pofe,sional ethation and with any of the compacting states or ter-
ritories as may required in the judgment of the Cemanis..:bm to
provide adop:zste services ;t(1 facilities of graduate arid professional
edticat ion for the citizens of t he respective compacting states or terri-
tories. The Commission shall first endeavor to provide adequate
services and facilities in the fields of dentistry, medicine. public health,
and veterinary medicine. and may undertake similar net in othter
professional and graduate

For this purpose the Commission may cuter into contractual
agreements

(a) with the governing authority of any null institution in
the Region, or with any compacting state or territory, to provide snide
graduate or professional educational services upon terms and condi-
tions to 1.4.' agreed upon between cont nicting parties, and

(b) with the governing authority of ally Murat ional institutiim irk
the Region or with any compacting state or territory to :o..?!;sist iit f he
placement of gaduate or professional students in etl;teat ional institu-
tions in the. R7.rion providing the desired services and facilities, upon
such terms alarcoralitions the Commission may prescribe.

It shall be the duty of time Commission to undertake studies of needs
for professional and graduate educational facilities in the Region,
the resources for meeting such needs, and the long-range effects of the
Compact on higher education; and from time to time to prepare com-
prehensive reports on such research for presentation to the Wester n
Governor's Conference and to the legislatures of the compacting states
and territories. In conducting such studies, the Commission may
confer with any national or regional planning body which may be
established. The Commission shall draft and recommend to the Gov-
ernors of the various compacting states and territories, uniform legis-
lation dealing with problems of higher education in the Region.

For the purposes of this Compact time word "Region" shall be con-
strued to mean the geographical limits of time several compacting
states and territories.

ARTICLE IX

The operating costs of the Commission shall be apportioned equally
among the compacting states and territories.

ARTICLE X

This Compact shall become operative and binding immediately as
to those states and territories adopting it whenever Ike or more of the
states or territories of Arizona, California. Colorado. Idaho. Montana,
Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington. Wyoming, Alaska
and Hawaii have duly adopted it prior to July I, 19A. This Compact
shall become effective as to any addit ional states or territories adopting
thereafter at time time of such adoption.
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ARTICLE XI

This Compact may be terminated at any time by consent of a major- Trmlnetton,

ity of the comp.usting status and territories. Consent shall be mani-
fested by ris-z:ige and :ignatnre in the usual manner of legislation
expressing such conseld h the letrislat ore and Governor of such
territinattI)g hy st a t or territ(H ry may at Huy time withdraw Withdr*wat.

from this Clunpaet b. weans of appropriate legislation to that end.
Snell withdrawal :{11:111 nett !Wet eirt.0 ire until two years after
written make thereof by the Governor of the withdrawing state or
territory accomp.tnid by a certified envy of the requisite kgidative
action is received by the. Commi:-'ion. Such withdrawal shall 'la
relieve the withdrawing state or territory from its ObliVations here-
under aceruing pvior to the effective date of withdrawal. The with-
drawing state or territory may rescind its action of withdrawal at any
time within the two-year period. Thereafter, the' withdrawing state
or territory may lw reinstated by application to and the approval by
a majority vote of the Commission.

ARTICLE XII

If any compacting state or territory shall at any time default in the
performance of any of its ohligatio'is assumed or imposed in actlird-
ance with the provisions of this Compact, all rights, privileges and
benefits conferred by this Compact or agreements hereunder shall be
suspended from the effective date of such default as fixed by the
Commission.

Unless such default shall be remedied within a period of two years
following the effective date of sueli default, this Compact may lie
terminated with respect to such defaulting state or territory by affirm-
ative vote of three-fourths of the other member states or territories.

Any such defaulting state may be reit tstated by : (a) performing all
acts and obligations upon which it has heretofore defaulted, and (b)
application to and the approval by a majority vote of the Commission.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved August 8, 1953.

Default In pere-
toemetneu of oblige-
Slot's*.
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New England Higher Education Compact, 68 Stat. 982 (1954).

August 30, 1954
R. 9712)

New England
Ht ter Education
Compact.

Consent of Con-
gress.

Public Law 719 CHAPTER 1089
AN ACT

Crauting the consent of Congress to villain New England States to enter into
a enttspnt relating to higher elluntinn in the NI'W England States and esta-
lishing the New England Huard of Higher 1:ducatiuu.

Re it enacted by the Renate and House of Repre.sentaticeg of the
l'hited AVtateS of America in CongreNN woenibled.That the consent Of
Congress is hereby given to any two or more of the States of Con-
necticut. Maine, Massachnsetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and
Vermont to enter into the following compact and agreement relative
to higher education and creating the New England Board of higher
Educat ion.

The compact reads as follows:

ARTICLE I.

'The purposes of the New England II igher Education Compact shall
be to provide greater educational opportunities and services through
the establishment and maintenance of at co-ordinated educational pro-
gram for the persons reliding in the several states of New Enghind
parties to this compact, with the a i tn of furthering higher edneat ton
in the fields of medicine, dent istiy, veterinary medicine public health
and in professional, technical, scientific, literary and other fields.

Atrat.E II.
There is hereby created and established a New England board of

higher education hereinafter known as the hoard, which shall be an
agency of each state party to the compact. The board shall be a body
corporate and politic.. having the powers. tint ies and juristlict ion herein
enumerated and such ether and additional powers as Allan be con-
ferred upon it hy the concurrent act or acts of the' ompacting state's.
The board shall consist of three resident members from each cont-rid aing state. ehosen in the mnner and for the terms provided by
law of the several states parties to this compact.

Antra; III.
This compact shall become operative immediately as to those states

execnt ing it whenever any t WO (Pr ni011. of the states of Ma hit", Vermont,
New Hampshire, Maas-avimsetts. Rhode' Island, and Connect lent hart'
executed it in the fort» which is it) accordanee with the laws of lite
respect l VU vont pad nig states.
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ARTicLE vr. BEsr COPY WNW'
Each state agrees that, when authorized by the legislature pursuant.

to the constitttional processes, it will from time to time make avail-
able to the board such funds as may he required for the expenses of
the board as authorized under the terms of this compact. The con-
tribution of each state for this purpose shall he in the proportion that
its population bears to the total combined population of the states
who are parties Heretoiere.o as shown from time to tittle by the most recent
official published report of the Bureau of the Census of the United
States of America, unless the board shall adopt another basis io
making its recommendation for appropriation to the omacting
states.

ARTicix

?. board for the purposes of this compact is hereby empowered
to receive grants, devises, gifts and bequests whirls the board may
egee to accept and mindnister The board shall administer propert v
held in aecordaece with sj 'cc la I crests, grants mid IilatiAs. and shah
also administer grants and devises of hind and gifts or beemeas 1f
personal property made to the board for special uses, mul shall execut
said trusts, investing the proceeds thereof in notes or bonds secured
by sufficient mortgage or other securities.

Airtime VIII.

The provisions of this compact shall he severable, and if any phrase.
clause, sentetire or provision of this compact is declared to he vont rary
to the Constitution of any compacting state or of the United States
the validity of the remainder of this compact and the applicability
thereof to any government, agt,ta7y, imrsou or circumstance shall not
lie affected thereby: provided. that if this compact is held to be cfi-
teary to the constitution I if any compuct ing state the compact shall re-
main in full force and effect as to all other completing states.

trrioey

This compact shall continue in force and remain binding upon a
compacting state until the legislature or the governor of such state,
as the laws of such state shall provide, takes act ion to withdraw there-
from. Such action shall not be effective until two years after uctice
thereof has been sent by the governor of the state desiring to withdraw
to the governors of all other states then parties to the tatipact. Such
withdrawal shall not relieve the withdrawing state front its obliga-
tions accruing hereunder prior to the effective date of withdrawal.
Any state so withdrawinF, unless reinstated, shall cease to have any
claim to or ownership of any of the property held by or vested itt
the board or to any of the funds of the board held under the terms
of the compact. Thereafter, the withdrawing state may be reinstated
by application after appropriate legislation is enacted by such str.te,
upon approval by a majority vote of the board.

ARTICLE X.

If any compacting state shall at any time default. in the perform-
ance of any of its obligations at-slimed or imposed in accordance with
the provisions of this compact. all rights and privileges. and benefit,
conferred by this compact or agreement hereunder shall be suspended
from the effective date of such default as fixed by the board. rule-s
such default shall be remedied within a period of two years following
the effective date of such default, this compact may i;e terminated
with respect to such defaulting state by affirmative vote of three
fourths of the member states. Any such defaulting state mai be re-
instated by (a) tierforming all acts and obligations upon which it
has heretofore defaulted, and (1) application to and approval by a
majority vote of the board.

Approved August 30, 1954.
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Delaware River Basin Compact, 75 Stat. 688 (1961).

September It 1961
N. 3. Rea. 2251

Delaware Rt v e r
Ravin Compact.

Public Law 87.329

A-15

JOINT RESOLUTION
To create a regiona! ftg0tr by intergovernmental compact for the planning,

voiNetatims. tathiattot., development, management, and control of the Willer
and rei4:14.4: 4.f the !wilt w :re River Basin, fin the improve-
taunt of tut% ($1 rust ttf":111% tef tloott damage, tekolation of water
contrql trf ,44qution, iiftvolopil:ont of ater supply, hydrotlectric energy, 11,14
and wildlife liatictia, rerreational facilities, and other purposes,
anti disiliting the fitnetions,Ixpwers, and duties of such agency.

evd he Srnalr and Maw of Repre.icatatiees of the United
Stat of Amtvica in congeeNy a.y.venrlded,.

PART I

COMPACT

Whereas the signatory port k's recognize the water and related
resources of the Delaware River Basin as regional assets vested with
local, State, and National interests, for which they have a joint.
responsibility ; and

Whereas the conservation, utilization, t'velopment, management, and
control of the wate: d related resources of the Delaware River
Basin under a comprehensive multipurpose plan will bring the
°Teat est benefits and produce the most efficient service in the publict,
welfare; and

Whereas such a comprehensive plan administered by a basinwide
agency will provide effective flood damage reduction; conservatism
and development of ground and surface water supply for municipal,
industrial, and agricultural uses; development of I Treat onal
it ies in relation to reservoirs, lakes, and streams; propagation of
fish and game; promotion of related forestry, soil conservation, :aid
watershed projects; protection and aid to filieries tivpmdent. upon
wafer resources; development of hydroelectric power potentialit te:;;
improved navigation; control of the movement of salt water; abate-
ment and control of stream pollution; and regulation of stream
flows toward the attainment of these goals: and

Whereas the Delaware River I fnsin Advisory Committee, a temporary
body constituted by the Governors of the four basin States and
the mayors of the cities of New York and Philadelphia, has pre-
pared a draft of an interstate-Federal compact for the creation of a
basin agency, and the signatory parties desire to effectuate the
purposes thereof : Now therefore
Be it enacted by the Senate and Howse of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled. That the United
States hereby consents to, and jotns the States of Delaware, New
Jersey, and 'Sew York and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in,
the following compact :

ARTICLE 1

WORT 11-'2., DEFINITIONS, PT:RPOSE AND LIMITATIONS

Section 1.1 Short title. This Act shall be known and may be cited
as the Delaware River Basin Compact.

1.2 Definitions. For the purposes of this compact, and of any
supplemental or concurring legislation enacted pursuant thereto, ex-
cept as may be otherwise reginred by Cie contest:

(a) "Basin" shall mean the area of drainage into the Delaware
River and its tributaries, including Delaware Bay ;

(19 "Commission" shall mean the Delaware River Basin Corn -
mission created and constituted by this compact;

(c) "Compact." shall mean Part I of this act;
(d) "Cost." shall mean direct and indirect expenditures, commit-

ment, and net induced adverse effects, whether or not compensated
for, used or incurred in connection with the establishment, acquisi-
tion, construction, maintenance and operation of a project;
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to. t .r 'nerve a mcmg the states and witIt foreign nations.

ne an.; rink of tiw t'ongress to m it ildraw the federal govern-
mem us a party to tit ;s comi tact or to revise or modify the terms, con-
ditions and under which it may remain it party by amend-
ment. rp?al 1:1, tirevatiou ('f any federal statute applicabiu thereto
is 0.0,.11i3O,1 by the Lii.outio.y parties.

CeliSt Met is the riepOSO of t
lei.tOry p ie.; to i.r.-erve and lit ilize t he falai ions, powers and duties
of fNii ag4.71eieS of gilVerntnellt tO eNf Vitt nut .111(."-
F:1StV111 t ,'",t1P1Ct,:tilli t he :tht ah4 ilirertiqt
to 111 iel;:t. (1111 thiy anti :agencies for the purpose of this
compaet the fidle4t eNt Put it finds feasible and advantageous.

i)iiat oc ('o77y3Ct.
(a) Tilt` thInit irwa of this compact shall be for an initial period of

100 years front its effective date. and it shall be cont inued for addi-
tion:if periods Of loft years if not later titan' 0 years nor sooner than
25 wan; prior to the determination of the initial period or any sue-
ceeaing period tame of the signatory, states! by authority of an act of
its legislature, is the commiF:sion of intention to terminate the
compact at the cull of the then current 100 year period.

(b) In the event that this compact should be terminated by opera-
tion of paragraph (a) above, the commission shall be dissolved, its
assets and liabilities transferred, and its vorporate affairs wound up,
in such manner as may be provided by act of the Congress.

ARTICLE 2

ORGAN 1ZATION AND AREA

Section 2.1 Commission Created. The Delaware River Basin
Commission is hereby created as a body politic and corporate, with suc-
cession for the duration of this compact, as an agency and instrumen-
tality of the t...!overionents of the respective signatory parties.

2.2 Commission Membership. The commission shall consist. of the
Governors of the signatory states, ex officio. anti one commissioner to be
appointed by the President of the United States to serve during the
term of office of the President.

2.3 Alternates. Each member of the commission shall appoint an
alternate to art in his place and stead, with authority to attend all
meetings of the commission, and with power to vote in the absence
of the member. Unless otherwise provided by law of the signatory
party for which ho is appointed, each alternate shall serve during
the term of the member appointing him, subject to removal at the
pleasure of the member. In the event of a vacancy in the ollice of
alternate, it shall be filled in the same mnaain as an original appoint-
ment for the unexpired term only.

2.4 Compensation. Members of the commission and alternates
shall serve without compensation but may be reimbursed for necessary
expenses incurred in and incident to the performance of their duties.

2.5 \rot ing Power. Each member shall be ent itled to one vote on all
matters which may come before the commission. No action of the
commission shall he taken at any meeting unless a majority of the
membership shall vote in favor t hereof:

2.6 Organization and Procedure. The commission shall provide
for its owe orga.nizai ion and procedure, and shall adopt rules and
regulations governing n6.5 meetings and transactions. It shall
organize amnially by the dectien of a chairntan and vice-chairman
from amonp: its members. It shall provide by its rules for the appoint-
ment by each member in his discretion of an advisor to serve without
compensat ion, who may attend all meetings of the commission and its
commit tees.

2.7 Jurisdiction of the Commission. The cot misIdon shall have,
exercise and discharge its functions, powers and duties within the
limits of the basin, except that it may in its discretion act outside
the basin whenever sueh action may he necessary or convenient to
effectuate its powers or duties within the basin, or to sell or dispose
of water, hydroelectric power or other water regnilreeSi within or
without the basin. The commission shall exercise such power outside
the basin only upon the consent of the state irl which it proposes to
act.
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POWEIti AND ntras or THE CO)INFISSHIS

Section 3.1 Purpose and Policy. The commission shall develop
and effectuate planR7 policies and projects relating to the water
111,1)111%1'S Of the basin. It shall adopt and promote uniform and
coordinated policies for water conservation. control, tic and manage-
ment in the basin. It shall encourage the planning, development and
financing- of natter resources projects according to such plans and

3.2 Comprehensive Plan, Program and Budgets. The commission
shall, in accordance with Article 13 of this compact, formulate and
adopt ;

(a) A cmitprelrenive plait, after consultation with water users 11)1(1
interested public bodies, for the immediate and long range develop-
ment and uses of the water resources of the basin;

(b) A water resources program, letse-1 upon the comprehensive
plan; which shall include a systematic presentation of the quantity
and quality of water resources needs of the area to be served for such
reasonably foreseeable period as the commission may determine,
balanced by existing and proposed projects required to satisfy such
needs, including all public and private projects affecting the basin,
together with a separate statement of the projects proposed to be
undertaken by the commission during such period; and

(c) An annual current expense 'budget, and an annual capital
budget consistent with the water resources program covering the
commission's projects and facilities for the budget period.

3.6 General Powers. The commission may:
(a) Plan, design, acquire, construct. reconstruct, complete, own,

improve, extend, dm elop, operate and maintain any and all projects,
facilities, properties, activities and services determined by the com-
mission to be necessary, convenient or Useful for the purposeg of this
compact ;

(I)) -stablish standards of planning, desi.m and opLralion of ail
projects and facilities in the hashn which affect its water resources,
including without limitation thereto water and waste treatment plants,
stream and lake recreational facilit trunk mains for water distribu-
tion, local flood protection works, small watershed management pro-
grams and ground wafer reeh e.argin operations;

(c) emir-net and sponsor research Ott water resources, their plan-
ning, use, conservat ion, Management, development, control and prof ec.
tion, and the capaity, adaptability and best utility of each facility
thereof, and collect, compile, correlate, analyze, report and interpret.
data on water resources and uses in the basin, including without
limitat ion thereto the relit ifnl of water to other re::otsrces, industrial
water technology, groutni water movement, relation between water
price and water demand, and general hydrological conditions;

(d) Compile and coordinate systematic stream stage and ground
water level forecasting. data, and publicize steel' in when
and as needed for water uses, flood warning, quality maintenance Or
other purposes;

(e) Ontario such special ground water investigations tests, and
Opera( ions and eompile such data relating thereto as may be required
to formulate and administer the' comprehensive plan:

(f) Prepare, publish and disseminate Information and reports with
respect to the water problems of the basin and for the pre:entat ion of
the needs, resources and policies of the basin to executIre and legisla-
tive brandies of the signatory part ies ;

(g) egf late for such loans, grants, service's or other aids as may
be lawfully available front public or private sources to tinane or assist
in effectuat ing any of the purposes of this compact : and to receive' and
accept such aid upon such terms and conditions, and subject to such
provisions for repayment as may be required hy federal or state
law or as tin' conmnssion may deem necessary or desirable;

(h) Exercise such other and different powers as may be delegated
to it by this compact or' otherwise pursuant to law, and ineve and extir-
else all Dowers necessary or eonvenient to carry out its express powers
or which may be reasonably implied therefrom.
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11.14 nitre iab;lits. All bonds issued under the provisions of this
compact are eegotieke instruments, except when registered in the
mune of a registered owner.

1 .15 Le gel Ieeestments. Bonds of the commission shall be legal
investment; for savings banks, fiduciaries and public funds in each
of the signatfyy slates.

12.16 Validation Proceedings. Prior to the issuance of any bonds,
the cormhiesion mats institute a special proceeding .to determine the
legality of oroceetrings to i:,sue the bonds and their validity under
the lawe, of any of the signatory parties. Such proceeding shall be
instituted and prosecutecr in rem and the judgment rendered therein
shall he coneineive against all persons whomsoever and against each
of the sleo.atory parities.

12.1i Recording. No indenture need he recorded or filed in any
public: office, other than the office of the commission. The pledge of
revenues provided in any indenture shall take effect forthwith as pro-
vided therein and irrespective of the date of receipts of such revenues
by the commission or the indenture trustee. Such pledge shall be
effective as provided in the indenture without physical delivery of the
revenues to the commission or to the indenture trustee.

ARTICLE 13

yea x, ',Roma NI AND DUIMirrs

Section 13.1 Compree:.sive Plan. The commission shall develop
and adopt, and may from time to t fine review and revise, a compre-
hensive plan for 11w immediate and long range develortnent. and use
of the water resources of the basin. The plan shall hie tide all public
and private projt.ci s and facilit les which are required, in the judgment.
of the vommission, for the opt inttlin 1)1211116NX, deVelOpMent, CODst,IVit-
I101), management and control of the water resources of
the basin to Meet prel-etit and fut tire 'leech.; ; provided that the plan shall
include any projects required to conform with any present or fut tire
decree or judgment of any court of competent jurisdiction. Tice com-
mission may adopt a comprehensive plan or any revision thereof in
such part or parts as it may deem appropriate, provided that before
the adoption of the plan or any part or revision thereof the commission
shall consult with water users and interested public bodies and public
utilities and shall consider and give due regard to the finclings and
recommendat ions of the various agencies of the signatory parties and
their political subdivisioes. The commission shall conduct public
hearings with respect to the comprehensive plait prior to the adoption
of the plan or any part of the revision thereof.

13.3 Annual Current Expense and Capital Budgets.
(a) The commission shall annually adopt a capital budget including

all capital .projects it proposes to undertake or continue during the
budget period containing a statement of the estimated cost of each
project and the method of financing thereof.

(b) The commission shall annually adopt a current expense budget
for each fiscal year. Such budget shall include the commission's esti-
mated expenses for administration, operation, maintenance and
repairs, including a separate statement thereof for each project, to-
gether with its cost allocation. The total of seal expenses shall be
balanced by the commission's estimated revenues from all sources,
including the cost allocations undertaken by tiny of the signatory
parties In connection with any project. Following the adoption of
the annual current expense budget by the commission, the executive
director of the commission shall :

1) certify to the respective signatory parties the amounts due
in accordance with existing cost sharing established for each
project; and

2) transmit certified copies of such budget to the principal
budget officer of the respective signatory parties at suet time and
in such manner as may be required under their respective budg-
etary procedures. The amount required to balence the current

A-21
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expei,Fe budget in addition to the aggregate amount of item (1 )
above and all other revenues available to the commission shall be
apportioned e4piitt:bly among the signatory parties by unanimous
vote of the ominission. and the 117110tint ()I siteli appOrtinillIMIL
to each ory party shall bc* curt itied together with the budget.

(c) The respective t,ignatory part is cap rttant and agree to in-
clude Ow afar +tufts so apportioned for t he support of the current
expew.e budff.ret in their respect ive budgets next to be adopted, subject
to such review and approval itS may be required by their respef..tive
budgetary processes. Such amounts shall Ire due and payable to the
commission in quarterly installments during its fiscal year, provided
that the commission way draw upon its working capital to finance
its current expense budget peialing remittances by the signatory
part les.

AUTIC1.11 14

mixiatm, ritortsioxs

Section 14.1. .1.uxilia3 Powers of Commission; Functions of Com-
missioners.

(a) The commission, for the purposes of this compact, may
1) Adopt and use at corporate seal, enter into contracts, sue and

Ire sued in all courts of competent jurisdiction;
.2) Receive and accept such payments, appropriations, grants,

rifts. loans , advances and other funds, piopertie'4 and :,ervices itti
may be transferred or made available to it by any signatory party
or by any other pulic or private corporation or individual, and
enter into agreements to make reimbursement for all or part
thereof;

3) Provide for, acquire and adopt detailed engineering, admin-
istrative, financial and operating plans and speeitleatiows to effec-
tuate, maintain or develop any facility or project ;

4) Control and regulate the use of
facility

owned or operated
by the commission ;

5) Acquire, own, operate, maintain, control, sell and convey
real and personal property and any interest therein by contract,
purchase, lease, license, mortgage or otherwise as it may deem
necessary for any project or facility, including any and all appur-
tenances thereto necessary, useful or convenient for such owner-
ship, operation, control, maintenance or conveyance;

6) Have and exercise all corporate powers essential to the
declared objects and purposes of the commission.

(b) The commissioners, subject to the provisions of this compact,
shall

1) Serve as the governing body of the commission, and exercise
and discharge its powers and duties except as otherwise provided
by or pursuant to this compact;

2) Determine the character of and the necessity for its obliga-
tions and expenditures and the manner in which they shall be
incurred, allowed, and paid subject to any provisions of law
specifically applicable to agencies or instrumentalities created by
compact ;

3) Provide for the internal organization and administration of
the commission;

4) Appoint the principal officers of the commission and delegate
to and allocate among them administrative functions, powers and
duties;

5) Create and abolish offices, employments and position as it.
deems necessary for the purposes of the commission, and subject
to the provisions of this article, fix and provide for the qualifica-
tion, appointment, removal, term, tenure, compensation, pension
and rettrement rights of ito officers and employees;

e) Let and execute contracts to curry out the powers of the
col am ission.
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14.2 Regulations: EP forcement. The commission may :
(a) Mahe and enforce reasonable rules and regulations for the

effectuation, application and enforcement of this compact; and it
may adapt and enforce practices and schedules for or in connection
with the use, main t name and adminif.4 ration of .projects and
it may own or operate and any product or service rendered thereby;
provided that any ink or regulation, other than one which deals
solely with the internal managenient of the commission, shall be,
adopted only after public hearing and shall not be effective unless and
until filed in accordance with the law of the respective signatory
parties applicable to administrative rules and regulations generally;
and

(b) Designate any officer, agent or employee of the commission
to he an investigator or watchman and such pemon shall be vested
with the powers of a peace officer of the state in which he is duly
assigned to perform his duties.

14.3 Tax Exemption. The commission, its property, functions,
and activities shall be exempt from taxation by or under the author-
ity of any of the signatory partic.i or any political subdivision thereof;
provided that in lieu of property taxes the commission shall, as to
specific projects, make payments to local taxing districts hi animal
amounts which Ehall ecolill the taxes lawfully assessed upon.pi:operty
for the tax year next. prior to its acquisition by the commission for
a period of ten years. The nature and amount of such payments shall
be reviewed by the commission at the end of ten years, and from time
to time thereafter, upon reasonable notice and opportunity to be heard
to the affected taxing district, and the payments may be thereupon
terminated or continued in such reasonable amount as may be neces-
sary or desirable to take into account hardships incurred and benefits
received by the taxing jurisdiction which are attributable to the
project.

14.4 Meetings; Public Hearing: Records, Minutes.
(a) All meetings of the commission shall be open to the public.
(b) The commission shall conduct at least one public hearing prior

to the adoption of the comprehensive plan, water resources program,
annual capital and current expense budgets, the letting of any con-

tract for the sale or other disposition by the commission of hydro-
electric energy or water resources to any person, corporation or entity,

and in all other cases wherein this compact requires a public hearing.

Such hearing shall be held upon at least ten days public notice given

by posting at the offices of the commission. The commission shall also
provide forthwiih for distribution of such notice to the press and by
the mailing of a clay thereof to any person who shall request. such

notices.
(c) The minutes of the commission shall be a public record open to

inspection at its offices during regular business hours.

14.5 Officers Generally.
(a) The officers of the commission shall consist of an executive

director and such additional officers, deputies and assistants as the
commission may determine. The executive director shall be appointed
and may be removed by the affirmative vote of a majority of the full
membership of the commission. All other officers and employees shall
be appointed by.the executive director under such rules of procedure
as the commission may determine.

(b) In the appointment and promotion of officers and employees
for the commission, no political, racial, religious or residence test, or

qualification shall be permitted or given consideration, but all such
appointments and promotions shall be solely on the lank of merit and

fitness. Any officer or employee of the commission who is foand by
the commission to be guilty of a violation of this section shall ue
removed from offiee hy the continhssion.

14.0 Oath of Office. An oath of office in such form as the commis-
sion shall prescribe shall he taken, subscribed and filed with the eom-
mission by t he executive director and by each officer appointed by him
not later than fifteen days after the appoint inent.
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11.7 Bond. Earl: officer shall give such bond and in such form and
mount as flue commission may require for which the commission .nuty
pay the prom oils

14.R Prohibited Activities.
(a) No r,4ninisi, t!wr, officer or employee :

1) financially interested, either directly or indirectly. in any
cobt rust, sale, pars false, ]cash or transfer of real or personal
pmperi y to which t !le C0111111iSz41011 isa party:

sotioit or ascept money or any other thing of value in addi-
tion to thFC cmpensat ion or expenses paid him by the commission
for ssis..i:ps perrorme(t within the scope of his offirial dm it's;

3) oirer mono) or any thing of value for or in considerat ion of
oh outing appointment, promotion or privilege in his employ-
ment wit 11 the commission.

(b) Any officer or employee who shall willfully violate any of the
provisions of this section s11ill forfeit his office or employment.

(c) Any contract or agreement knowingly made in contravention of
this sect ion is void.

(d) Officers and employees of the commission shall be subject in addi-
tion to the provisions of t'his section to such criminal and civil sanctions
for miseonduct in office as may be imposed by federal law and the law
of the signatory state in which such misconduct occurs.

14.9 Purchasing. Contract for the construction, reconstruction or
improvement of any facility when the expenditure required exceeds ten
thousand dollars and contracts for the purchase of services, supplies,

'equipment and materials when the expenditure required exceeds two
thousand five hundred dollars shall be advertised and let upon sealed
bids to the lowest responsible bidder. Notice requesting such bids
shell be published in a manner reasonably likely to attract prospective
bidders, which publication shalt be made at least ten days before bids
are received and in at least two newspapers of general circulation in
the basin. The commission may reject any and all bids and readvertise
in its discretion. If after rejecting bids the commission determines
and resolves that in its opinion the supplies, equipment and materials
may be purchased at a lower price in the open market, the commission
may give each responsible bidder an opportunity to negotiate a price
and may proceed to purchase the supplies, equipment and materials
in the open market at a negotiated price which is lower than the lowest
rejected bid of a responsible bidder, without further observance of the
provisions requiring bids or notice. The commission shall adopt
rules and regulations to provide for purchasing from the lowest
responsible bidder when sealed bids, notice and publication are not
required by this section. The commission may suspend and waive
the provisions of this section requiring competitive bids whenever:

1) the purchase is to be made from or the contract to be made
with the federal or Illy state government or any agency or polit-
leal subdivision thereof or pursuant to any open end bulk pur-
chase contract of any of them;

2) the public exigency requires the immediate delivery of the
articles or performance of the service;

3) only one source of supply is available;
4) the equipment to be purchased is of a technical nature and

the pry curenunt thereof without advertising is necessary in order
to assure standardization of equipment and interchangeability of
parts in the public interest ; or

ti) services are to be provided of a specialized or professional
nature.

1-1. Jo Instirance. The coinmission may self-insure or purchase insur-
ance stul pay the premiums therefor against loss or damage to any of
its properties; against liability for injury to persons or property; and
against; loss of revenue from any cause whatsoever. Such insurance
coverage shall be in such form and amount as the co:innission may
determine, subject to the requirements of any agreement arising out of
he issuance of bonds by the commission.
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14.11 Annual Independent Audit.
(a) As soon as practical after the closing of the fiscal year an audit

shall be made of the financial accounts of the commission. The audit
shall be made by qualified certified public accountants selected by the
commission, who hive 110 personal interest direct or indirect in the
financial affairs of the commisNion or any of its officers or employees.
The report of audit shall be prepared Lit accordance with accepted
accounting practices and shall be tiled with the chairman and such
other officers as the commission shall direct. Copies of the report
shall he di,t ri but NI to each commissioner and shall he made available
fur public distribution.

(b) Each signatory party by its duly authorized officers shall be
entitled to examine and audit at any time all of the hooks, tioc1111Ilt:S,
records, files and accounts and all other paper s, things or proper' V
of the c011110iSsiOn. The representatives of the signatory parties shall
have access to all books, documents, records, ascot tits, reports, files and
all other papers, things or property belonging to or in use by the
Commission and necessary to facilitate the limit and they shall be
afforded full facilities for verifying transactions with the balances
or securities held by depositaries, fiscal agents and custodians.

(c) The financial transactions of the commission shall be subject
to audit by the general accounting office in accordance with the princi-
ples and procedures applicable to commercial corporate transactions
and under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the
comptroller general of the 'United States. The audit shall be con-
ducted at the place or places where the accounts of the commission
are kept.

(d) Any officer or employee who shall refuse to give all required
assistance and information to the accountants selected by the com-
mission or to the authorized officers of any signatory party or who
shall refuse to submit to them for examination such books, documents,
records, files, accounts, papers, things or property as may be requested
shall forfeit his office.

14.12 Reports. The commission shall make and publish an annual
report to the legislative bodies of the signatory parties and to the
public reporting on its programs, operations and finances. It may
also prepare, publish and distribute such other public reports and
informational materials as it may deem necessary or desirable.

14.13 Grants, Loans or Payments by States or Political Subdi-
visions.

(a) Any or all of the signatory parties or any political subdivision
thereof may

1) Appropriate to the commission such funds as may be
necessary to pay preliminary expenses such as the expenses in-
curred in the making of borings, and other studies of subsurface
conditions, in the preparation of contracts for the sale of water
and in the preparation of detailed plaits and estimates required
for the financing of it project

2) Advance to the commission, either as grants or loans, such
funds as may be necessary or convenient to finance the operation
and management of or construction by the conunission of any
facility or project ;
3) Make payments to the commission for benefits received or to

be received from the operation of any of the projects or facilities
of the CM11211iSSiOft.

(b) Any hinds which may be loaned to the commission either by ft
signatory .party or a political subdivision thereof shall be repaid by
f he commission through the issuance of bonds or out of other income
of the commission, such repayment to be made within such period and
upon such terms as may be agreed upon between the commission and.
the signatory party or political subdivision making the loan.
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14.17 Penal Sanction. Any person. association or corporation who
violates or attempts or conspires to violate any provision of this com-
pact or any rule, regulation or order of the commission duly made,
promulgated or quid pursuant to the compact in addition to any
other remedy, ',natty or consequence provided by law shall be punish-
able as may be provided by statute of any of the signatory parties
within which the offense is committed; provided that in the absence
of such provision any such person, association or corporation shall he
liable to a penalty of not less than $50 nor more than $1,000 for each
such offense to he fixed by the court which the commission may recover
in its own muse in any court of competent jurisdiction, and in a sum-
mary proceeding where available under the practice and procedure
of such court. For the purposes of this section in the event of a con-
tinuing offense each day of such violation, attempt or conspiracy shall
constitute a. separate clause.

14.18 Tort Liability. The commission shall be responsible for
claims arising out of the negligent acts or omissions of its officers,
agents and employees only to the extent and subject to the procedures
prescribed by law generally with respect to officers, agents and employ-
ees of the government of the United States.

14,19 Effect on Riparian Rights. Nothing contained in this com-
pact shall be construed as affecting or intending to affect or in any
way to interfere with the law of the respective signatory parties
relating to riparian rights.

14.20 Amendments and Supplements. Amendments and supple-
ments to this compact to implement the purposes thereof may be
adopted by legislative action of any of the signatory parties concurred
in by all of the others.

CONSTRUCTION AND SEVERABILITY

14.21 The provisions of this Act and of agreements thereunder shall
be severable and if any phrase, clause, sentence or provision of the
Delaware River Basin Compact or such agreement is declared to be
unconstitutional or the applicability thereof to any signatory party,
agency or person is held invalid, the constitutionality of the remainder
of such compact or such agreement and the applicability thereof to
any other signatory party, agency, person or circumstance shall not
be affected thereby. It is the legislative intent that the provisions of
such compact be reasonably and liberally construed.

14.22 Effective Date: Execution. This compact shall become bind-
ing and effective thirty days after the enactment of concurring legis-
lation by the federal govermyent, the states of Delaware, New Jersey
and New York, and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The com-
pact shall be aigne.- and sealed in six duplicate originel copies by the
respective chief executives of the signatory parties. One such copy
shall be filed with the Secretary of State of each of the signatory
parties or in accordance with the laws of the state in which the filing
us made, and one copy shall be filed and retained in the archives of
the commission upon Its organization. The signatures shall be affixed
and attested under the following form:

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, and in evidence of the adoption and
enactment into law of this compact by the Congress and legislatures,
respectively, of the signatory parties

l
the President of the United

States and the respective Governors do hereby, in accordance with
authority conferred by law, sign this compact, ir six duplicate origi-
nal copies, as attested by the respective secretaries of state, and have
causer seals of the United States and of the respective states to
be hereunto affixed this day of 10
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PART II
ARTICLE; 15

ta:mcvx.riess

1:).1 In the exercise of the powers reserved to the Congress, pur-
suant. to Section 1.4 of the rommet, the consent to grad Irtrt WI pat iOn
itt the CompAm by the United states hi subject to the following con-
ditions and testtrvations:

(c) Nothing- contained in the Coinp;t't shall be deemed to restriet
the ex,:cut lye 1)0Wel'S of the President in the event of a national timer-
4Tencv

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of Article section :2.2 of the
Compact. the moldier of the Conitnis,ion appointed by thk President.
Of the I "nhed Snq t and his alternate e at the pleasure of the
l'rezidnt.

(e) Nothing contained iii t he Comp:tet shall lie construed ns impait -
ing or in any inan?:er affecting the opplitli!)ility to all Federal funds
butigvic tl alttl 3ppropriatetl. for use Iry the Coninti:,Nion. or such author-
ity over budgetary and appropriation matters as the l'resident and
Congrt -s may have with respect to agisliCit.,, in the Executive Branch
of (lie Fetlera I (ioverin

(q) The right to alter, amend. or repeal this Act is hereby expressly
reserved. The right is hereby reserved to the Congress or any of its
standing committees to require the disclosure and furnishing of such
information and data by the Delaware River Basin Compact Commis-
sion as is deemed appropriate by the Congress or any such committee.

(u) All Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent with the provisions of this
Act are hereby amended for the purpose of this Act to the extent
necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act: Provided, however,
That no act of the Commission shall have the effect of repealing,
modifying or amending any Federal law.

T.FFECTITATION

15.2 (a) The President is authorized to take such action as may be
necessary and proper, in his discretion, to effectuate the Compact and
the initial organization and operation of the Commission thereunder.

(b) Executive departments and other agencies of the executive
branch of the Federal Government shall cooperate with and furnish
appropriate assistance to the United States member. Such assistance
shall include the furnishing of services and facilities and may include
the detailing of personnel to the United States member. Appropria-
tions are hereby authorized as necessary for the carrying out of the
functions of the United States member, including appropriations for
the employment of personnel by the United States member.

15.3 Iltective Date : This Act shall take effect immediately.
Approved September 27, 1901.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
SCHOOL OF LAW

MO Red River
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78705

The Law Library

August 23, 1973

Ms. Maryann Duggan, Director
SLICE Office
2600 Stemmons - Suite 188
Dallas, Texas 75207

Dear Maryann:

This letter will summerize the results of the meeting of Mr. Brawner
and yourself and me last Monday. In general, we agreed that I will

produce for SLICE by January of 1974 a Working Paper on the legal
aspects of a regional bibliographic network in the six SWLA states.

Specifically, the study will be aimed at constructing an entity with
Independent legal existence capable of entering contracts in each state
of the region, and with the ability to receive and transmit funds from
federal, state, and private sources. Any resultant Interstate library
agency would avoid the restrictions presently hampering SLICE operation.

As we discussed, the study will tentatively be in four parts: first,
a summary of the alternative legal structures capable of operating
across state lines; Second, a detailed discussion of selected organi-
zations or networks which operate in allied fields (SREB, NELINET,
OCLC); third, a detailed discussion of compact law, the basic rules
governing interstate or multistate agencies; fourth, an outline of the
steps to be taken by SLICE in establishing an interstate library agency,
indicating the necessary operative documents.

If it turns out that these portions of thz, total study are severable,
then ; shall pass on drafts to you as each portion is completed. At

any rate, I will provide you with monthly progress reports. Also, I

will be willing to meet with any people whose input you feel would be
beneficial, either for purposes of general discussion or to review drafts
of the study.
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Ms. Maryann Duggan
August 23, 1973
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It should be possible to have a copy of the final draft to you by
January. For tax reasons, I would prefer delaying payment until that
time. We agreed that $1,000.00 would cover the cost of this study,
that figure to include compensation for my time as well as expendi-
tures such as typing, supplies, research costs, and the like. However,.
any necessary travel expenses will require reimbursement in addition
to this one thousand dollars. Any travel related to this project will
be approved in advance by you as the situation develops.

We also discussed the problem of ownership of the copyright in the
final version of the study. I would like to see it published or
disseminated fairly widely, but I am agreeable to SLICE retaining
prior approval of any subsequent publication. Naturally, the assis-
tance of CLR and SLICE in funding the study will be acknowledged
therein.

This summarizes our agreement, as I understand it. If you can recall
or wish to add additional elements, please feel free to do so.

I enjoyed the meeting and felt that at least it was beneficial to
me. I look forward to this project and hope it will be useful to
SLICE.

Sincere!y

I 1.
1.1c

Harry S. Martin
Assistant Law Librarian

HSM /lah
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